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IN TWO PARTS — PART ONE

RADIO'S WAR OUTPUT
ALREADY 3 TIMES VALUE
OF FORMER CIVILIAN
PRODUCTION

CIVILIAN-SET
PRODUCTION
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NX 1m;h 300 radio s<,rvic<Mnoii who arc known to ho onlstainling write loiters olTcriag
lo hm a hook ho (ore it s even |>ritilo<l, chances are it's a good book. And thou, if
militarv radio engineers decide to use many hundreds of copies to train the men in
America's fighting forces . . . you knon it's a good hook.
That, hriofly, is part of the story hehind this new M YK TI'X'II \IC\L MANl Al,.
Just glance over this list o( chapter headings, and you ll know why vou want a cop\.
I-oud Speakers ami Their Use
Superheterodyne First Detectors and
Oscillators
Half-Wave and Voltage Douhler
Power Supplies
Vibrator and Vibrator Power Supplies
Phono-Radio Service Data
P. R. MALLORY a CO.. fnc

Approved Precision Products

/•»

6 Auloitialic Tuning—operation and
adjust irieitt
7 Frequency Afodulalion
8 'Felevision — suggestions for the postwar boom
9 Capacitors—how lo overcome wartime shortages
TO Practical Radio Noise Suppression
11 Vacuum Tube Volt meters
12 Useful Servicing Informal ion
13 Receiving Tube Characleristics—of
all American tube types
Here's a suggestion. Jf you want to
reserve a copy of this 392-page book,
bound beautifully in hard cloth - • • go
around to your Mallory Distributor today. The supply of manuals for civilian
distribution, at the price of S2.00, is
limited. Order your copy now! Your
Mallorv Distributor lias it!
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Cable—PELMALLO
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QUANTITY-

QUALITY

Radio tubes and lamps play an important part in the lightning transmission and reception of battle commands so necessary to victory. Realization
of the responsibility in supplying our armed forces with this equipment
is spurring every Tung-Sol employee to give his and her utmost effort to our
Victory Campaign. Its objective is to utilize all available Time — Material—
Machines to produce more and more tubes and lamps, in the quantity — of
the quality — and on time.

TUNG-SOL

LAMP

WORKS

INC.

FACTORIES; NEWARK, N, J, SALES OFF1CHS — ATLANTA • CHICAGO • DALLAS • DENVER » DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • NEW YORK
RADIO RETAILING TODAY, August, ]942, Vol. 27, No. 8. 25c a copy. Published monthly by Caldwell-CIements, Inc., 480 Lexington Ave., New
York, N. Y. M. Clements, President and Publisher; O. H. Caldwell, Treasurer and Editcr. Darrell Bartee, Managing Editor; H. L. M. Capron, Merchandising Editor; William E. Moulic, Technical Editor. Staff; E. T. Bennett, M. It. Newton, John A. Sanhorn, B. V. Spinelta. Chicago, 201 N.
Wells St., R. Y. Fitzpatrick. Subscription price United States and Latin American con itries. $1-00 for one year. $2.00^for tbrce years. Canada $1.50
for one year, $3.00 for three years. All other countries $2.00 for one year. $4.00 for three years. Printed in U.S.A. Entered as Second Class Matter
at Post Office, New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Member of A.B.C Copyright by Caldwell-CIements, Inc., 1942.

THERE'S

MORE

...because

RCA

THIS is a war where inches count. Especially those precious inches in the cramped holds of ships that carry bombs
and guns, communications apparatus and other equipment
to our allies.
A few inches saved in the hold of a ship—or in a crowded
freight car—may mean another round of ammunition for a
United Nations fighter—another round of death pumped into
the belly of the enemy.
RCA's new method of packing radio tubes frees thousands
of cubic feet of critical space. It gets the same number of
tubes in ha!f the space formerly required! RCA's packaging
engineers, working to Beat the Promise in production, have
revolutionized the entire process of packing radio tubes.
Now we can have more speed—RCA will save 50,000 manhours per year by this method—save it for other vital war work.

SPACE

FOI

packs tubes

down, factory-handling efficiency at RCA has been stepped
up 20%.
Now we can have economy where economy counts—RCA
alone will save 120 tons of packing material a year by this
method.
RCA gladly and willingly showed other tube manufacturers
this new packing method and granted patent rights for its use
so they can put this new principle to work, with equally
important results.
Shipping space is one of the fronts on which this war will be
won or lost. This new packing method may help you save
some of that space America so critically needs. . . . For complete details, write to RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. Dept.
2-3. Camden, N. J.
BUY U. S. WAR BONDS EVERY PAYDAY

Now we can have more efficiency—loss by breakage is cut
2
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Mr. Charles Elliott, RCA packaging engineer,
demonstrates the saving of space and materials achieved by RCA's new method of packing radio tubes.
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:CE1VING TUBES

•

RADIO

POWER TUBES
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TUBES

CATHODE RAY TUBES
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SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES
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Metal radio tubes afford listening
ease to so many radio users that
there are over 80,000,000 in the
nation's radios. When the war is over

MEVAL TUBES

we will again make and recommend
metal tubes for civilian use. Our
entire production of metal tubes
is now being used in the war effort.

Mlandle Ken-Mtad Radio Tubes and Re Sure ot Satisfied Customers,
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and all Pbilco employees

THIS proud citation to Phiico and its soldiers of production
from the fighting forces of the nation is a "report of progress"
to all Phiico dealers. From its peace-time products, Phiico is now
devoted to the production of the weapons of Victory ... communications equipment, radios for tanks, airplanes and ships, artillery
fuzes, shells and industrial storage batteriesThe honor which has come to Phiico carries with it assurance
for the future. When Victory is won, new and greater opportunities—for Phiico dealers everywhere—will-arise from the production achievements which have won this recognition from the
Army and the Navy.

PHIICO
our

production
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Tho Army-Navy"!"Flag and
Employee's Lapel Insignia
Al <er«inonIa*' held In Philadelphia
on Friday, Augutt 14, 1942, the
Army-Navy "E" Flag war presented to Phiico and an official lapel
Insignia awarded la all Phiico employees of the Philadelphia plants.

CORPORATION
pledge:

SMore - ^Better - Sooner

5

The name is new
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• There's little in a name beyond what
men put into it by their sincere effort
and their determination to give it
significance.

minded insistence on the highest cjuality
possible in any field with which it is
linked.
So as of July 30, the name of the Hygrade
Sylvania Corporation, adopted in 1931,
became Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

There has been a great deal, though, in
the name Hygrade Sylvania because of
the high standards that have marked the
manufacture of its products — Hygrade
Incandescent Lamps, Hygrade Fluorescent Lamps and Fixtures, and Sylvania
Radio Tubes.

Largely as a matter of conserving stocks
of cartons and scarce packaging materials, changes in the trade names of
Hygrade products will be made gradually.

But there are advantages in simplicity.
and in asingie title that stands for single-

Eventually, however, all products of the
company will take the name Sylvanza,

Radio tubes of many types
and formanypurposes have
made the riime Sylvahia
synonymous with utmost
depeiridability and high
guaiity. Such produets Wtff
continue to be branded with

which will become the single emblem
of our one and unchanged purpose to
produce the best in our field and to
make our products widely known.
You who have known the quality of
Hygrade Lamps and Sylvania Tubes will
continue to find that same superlative
quality in those products. The only
change will be in the name, to which
we intend to add new luster at every
opportunity that is given us to improve
on the quality and performance of our
products.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
Emporium, Pa.
Hygrade Incandescent Lamps, Fluorescent Lamps,
Fixtures and Accessories, Sylvania Radio Tubes

6
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Utah

engineers

ate sttM 0*1^

for

the

VICTORY

program —and

YOU

O War work continues to have a priority on

Materials are difficult to obtain, but there is

Utah facilities and man-power. As a result,

no interruption of Utah's engineering skill,
imagination, interest in product improvement,

many Utah parts are now in service with the
Army, Navy and Air Forces. For instance, when
General Doolittle made his epic-building flight
last May—Utah parts, too, were over Tokio,
helping American courage and skill carry the
fight right to the Japanese.
In addition to concentrating on the war
effort, Utah will continue to do everything possible to aid you in your line of duty—the task of
keeping America the best-informed nation in
the world.
\
\
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understanding of users' requirements which
have kept Utah performance and reliability unchallenged. These are continuing. And their
endurance is a promise of continued superiority of Utah products.UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS
COMPANY, 810 Orleans St., Chicago, Illinois.
In Argentina: UCOA RADIO PRODUCTS CO.,
SRL, Buenos Aires. Cable Address:
UTARADIO, Chicago. In Canada: Utah Products (Canada) Ltd., 560 King St., W.,Toronto.
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KAVTII KO.N Tubt's have rniislotl I'or ihe
tluralion! . . . you will lind ihcm (loin«; their
duty in th<'"'\\'allvie-ralkies*7. ..it's a Iwentyfour-hour duty. Loo . . . ami they iiiusl
kss

raYT I Eon
RADIO TUBES
NOTICE: If you hove not obioined RAYTHEON'S inlerchangeable Tube Chort, il is imporfant to gel one of those caj-ds ot once from
your RAYTHEON jobber. Speeds up radio
repair service and simplifies your tube stock
by elimination of a large number of types.

(lerfonn! These eompael radio re<'eiver.s are
suhjeel to plenty of rough handling. Vet the
(nhes tnusl always tleliver lop-notch perCorrnanee . . . thai means uvytiiko.n performanee! Vsk your kvytiikon distributor.
Unylfu-oii I'rmlnclion Corpontlian, iS'oirttm, Ma**.:
/.os Antft'h's. ,Vf'U" t nrk. (Chicago. ,11lati la

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES fOR

KAIMO neiailinff TOI>/l\. August. I»4'i
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MEMO:
TO
30 MILLION
AMERICANS!

Month after month . , . advertisements like this
one are telling the nearly 30 million readers of the
SATURDAY EVENING POST and of LIFE of the
part Stromberg-Carlson is playing in producing for
victory! We sincerely hope that this advertisement
and others yet to come will reflect credit not only
on our workers . . . but on Stromberg-Carlson
Dealers everywhere . . . and on the StrombergCarlson radios they sell.
STROMBERG-CARLSON, Rochester. New York
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RADIO RETAILING
TODAY
Including Radio and Television Retailing
O. H. CflLDWELL, EDITOR. M. CLEMENTS. PUBLISHER
480 LEXINGTON flVE,, NEW YORK, N. Y.

What Are the
"Electronic Industries71

just made available this month by the NAB based on the
1940 Census Figures. This figure is undoubtedly as accurate as the elaborate machinery of the Census can
make it.
Yet two and a half years ago, in Radio Today's January, 3.940, issue, we printed our corresponding estimate
as being 28,700,000—a figure within one-half of one per
cent of the Census figure as finally arrived at, two and
one-half years later!
This example illustrates that careful estimates can hit
close to the facts,—while having the great advantage of
being available for immediate use.
Radio—Voice of Victory

With so much talk about the electronic future, these
days, radio men and observing laymen are asking just
what are the electronic industries of the present? Just
how big and how real is the electronic held today?
For the most complete answer ever presented to this
query, we refer you to the big "how-chart" of the electronic industries which appears in Part II of this issue.
There shown graphically are the channels of inter-industry and intra-industry movement of materials, parts and
equipment, in the electronic and radio fields.
Thei'e at a glance the reader can see how millions of
dollars worth of electronic supplies are produced and distributed among the industries based on electronic tubes
and electronic action.

Rodio Only a Port
Today the electronic tube plays a role in almost every
industry, science and activity of everyday life.
Radio, of course, is at present the largest user of electronic tubes. And radio's expansions into television, facsimile, FM, and the ultra-shortwaves, all depend upon
electronic phenomena. Other industries based on electron tubes are sound pictures, long-distance telephony,
and carrier systems. Power transmission, motor control,
safety measures, anti-sahotage guards, and the new welding, heat-treating, and plastic-cement techniques are
using electronic tubes more and more. And throughout
all industry and scientific research, the uses of electron
tubes are legion.

At the suggestion of Henry C. L. Johnson of Sylvania,
we quote from Sales Management this stirring statement
defining radio's role today:
What is radio's part in disseminating the truth that
makes men free? War-bulletins from the front? These are
functional and routine. Music and badinage to build morale? Important but incidental. Radio has a larger duty
to perform in the War for Survival.
Men and women who wrest our basic foodstuffs from the
good earth want to know what, when, and how to plant for
maximum yield. Radio tells them . . . brings them last-minute instructions from their government. Women who guard
the national health via the kitchen want the newest thinking on vitamins and diet. Radio supplies it through home
forums and similar services.
Steel-workers, shipbuilders, aircraft-workers, munitionmakers: soldiers, sailors and civilians cooperating in tbe
common cause in camp and canteen; civilian-defense patriots who LOSE sleep in order to GAIN freedom ... to
ail of these, Radio is a sort of cosmic cement that flows
out to bond Americans into a willing working whole.
Radio is the Voice of the People . . . the Voice of Victory.
No mere medium of entertainment, it is a constructive
force in America's fight for freedom.
Gloliol War, Global Radio
Radio men have long been accustomed to think in terms
of the whole wide world.
Europe, South America and Australia have been regular hunting grounds for short-wave listeners and radio
hams. Radio men early learned to think internationally
and in a global sense—more than any other civilian group.
And now as American radio men in great numbers are
joining the armed services of the United Nations and being

Statistical Bullseye!
A great many inquiries come to us regarding our annual statistics and how compiled. In reply we explain
that these figures are, in general, informal estimates secured from the best industry authorities, in an effort to
present an immediate statistical picture of the current
radio situation. Such an immediate picture can be of
real industry value to radio executives in making their
current plans—whereas government statistics are usually
not available for many months or even years after the
date they depict.
An interesting illustration of the usefulness of a careful estimate is presented by the figure for
Total U.S. Homes with Radio, 1940, 28,839,154,

scattered among tbe seven seas, "global war" is taking
on a new meaning. Radio men, our own friends and
buddies, are today manning outposts all across the huge
world map. The American radio fraternity is today a
worldwide organization.

RADIO Retailing TODAY, August, 1942
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• Thk fiaiiK' nf "lutnl war" wc aru
jiliiyinff now i? a roiigli, i.oujih hsihm'—
and g'Pitiiig rouulior.
'i'lie prohlHiu of keeping a -umll
"•Ivilian I'lisiiii-iss going', even an essential one li!<« radio, in the face of
yrmvinu' pliiirra^ro.-. is no sinipli- one.
Our government, (piite properly,
jimst delennine what is e-scnliai.
Sales of new railioa are not in that
ea 1 eyory.
Only net ion eonnts. \ <m e;in w.ilefi
your Imsiiios melt away, yonr expense Imild up. yonr prolits vsmislt.
Or y<m can "taktr the hull by the
Imnis" ami do soiiH'lliiisg:.
Ami tbeix- are plenty of tilings an
enterprising rjnlio man ean <lo to keep
jiis husiness on top, innke profits and
bniM for I he future at the same l ime.
Dealers should honestly and repeatedly make a el tee k-up on these warlime measures, to «<•<> whieli ones are
12

be>t a dap! a Ide to new enndil ions in
their eoimnimiiie-.. Here are 1'> qneslinns i hiit may lie -asked of dealers who
;i re ready for ael.Ion :

Don't overlook this rn-h tield with
i(> high prtees. high standards of service. high profit and lilglt priority
iqitipniein,.

1. HAVE YOU TRIED to do a
real service business, merchandise
it, dramatize it — really sell it?
'['here's more service Imsimss now
thaii for many a long year, and fewer
"-erew-driver'' meelianies to "bare it
and spoil it.

3. HAVE YOU TRIED records
and music? They are "till going
.-Irmig. am! many a dealer i- "paying
iIk- rmti" and more too. frotn th< in.
I hit you've got I o expect no more e»»/
than ymt put in.
Display tljem nicely, arrange your
-tort? :iltracti\dy. advertise tliein con-i.-lenI ly. sol! llietn -I roneiy. with inIcllig'en! salespoiidc. who "know wlmt
it's all ahiint."

2. HAVE YOU TRIED electronics? This field is bigger than
radio ever was. or ever will be. Kleetrnnic< embraeos radio—and a whole;
lot more. .Kleerronk's has countless
applieaiions in industry, and iusliilUtiions of various kinds arc ludng
nnide by the tlionsaiuls.
It means equipment to sell, equipment to iiirtaU, and e<|iiipniejil to
snniniain.

4. HAVE YOU TRIED aduh
games? nutdoor gana-s for the sttmtiler sticli as croipift. hadininlnu, cTe..
are increasing in sale- deiiniml dally,
in the "gas rationed" Ka.-P. as more
ami more peoph* "stay at home,"
Imloor games bn- ihc fall and win-

RADIO Rcruifimj TODAY', August, 1 !> 12

k-r-—can] games, daris,
teimis.
and the like, are going to be more
popular this year than ever. Somehotly is going to cash in,
5. HAVE YOU TRIED porch,
terrace and game-room furniture?
Some dealers are "going to town''
with this JMCfchandSsc, Prices arc
good, demand is up, and the supply
is nut curtailed. Looks like huying
of these products should continue, as
"gas ami ruhher" keep an ever increasing mnnhcr of people "at home"
and wc turn back I lie pages of our
social life a quarter of a century.
6. HAVE YOU TRIED the idea
of cooperative delivery? — doinrng

«#5I|

*
\

KT

C-.f

with lour or live other merchams. to
conihine deliveries, use only one truck
each day. On a rotating schedule,
perhaps, with a oommou driver, it
saves a lot of delivery expense.
7. HAVE YOU TRIED to combine your business with one or two
others in the same boat as you?
ruder this plan, it will help if all
the bosses or partners work.
8. HAVE YOU TRIED employing women in your Service Dept.?
Also, how about high school girls at
your record counter, part-time, married women to sell your music, games.
furnUuro and other merchandise.
9. HAVE YOU TRIED speeding
up your slow accounts? Von mighl
try crediting 10 per cent of new cash
sales against the. slow account. L
keeps the ensfomcv buying, and happy
and hringa in money too.
10. HAVE YOU TRIED to get
your rental costs on a wartime basis?
This means to put your lease en a
"'per cent of sales" basis, and thus
eliminate a ''fixed" expense, in a way
which is equitable to both tenant ami
landlord.
11. HAVE YOU TRIED giving

the soldiers extra thought? Soldiers
in training, at the emnps. use plenty
of things from homo. Have you made
if easy for tin; "home folks" to got a
suggestion, and send the article along
to their "soldier"i
12. HAVE YOU TRIED to make
your business mean anything move
to the men in the "services" than a
place to spend some money, and be
forgotten? This can he made to pay
fral dividends jn good will— and in
sales, too.
13. HAVE YOU TRIED to sell
Sound, to your local industry?
Mnsio has proven its ability, iuvarlaldy to reduce nerve tension, to increase production, find to lc=*cn fatigue. Imporlanl factors all. in war
production. Smuid is being sold and serviced as neVer beJure- And
it's a nomnl Im.-incss, Xo pun intended.
Miicli of IIm- »>«-o t»«i*iiu-ss thVNO «iti>K—
hiisiiK'N.s foinH'WrU «iili 1 lie ear ••lion
—nccilr. "Koliitr iml jmil
NotliiilK is so WlVnUo :is |M-rsoiiSil falls.

14. HAVE YOU TRIED systematically, to find new service customers? Do yon call mi two '2 houses
each side of every eiistoincr's call you
make, and sec if there is a job you can
do wbile you are right, there? Some
mighty fine service businesses have
been built on tliaf, simple little idcfiand service work is plentiful right,
now ton. And profitable.
15. HAVE YOU TRIED talking
with people, and looking around
town, to see what people want, what
is hard for them to buy, that you
could sell them? Remember, again,
lluit more and more people arc. going
to stay nearer home and still more
in the future than do now. Shopping
habits are changing, and the smart
merchant, will capitalize on the
change.
V« Single Answer
It is more than probable (hat in
going through these questions, if you
think, and plan and look, no single
thing will answer all your problems.
Vmrvc got to try many things.
A collection of several things is far
m..re certain to produeo the end ro-uil yon are after than waiting tor
any one thing to skyrocket your sales,
m- cut your expense, or guarantee you
a profit. Don't wait until you find
a "perfect" answer. Tf you wait for
perfection you'll do nothing, for
everything that yon ran think *4 has
■mine clcinonr of risk, some feature of
disapproval, or disadvantage.
Cliff in# K.vitenses
For instance, some dealers have
slopped service pick-up- and deliveries. This Inls some advanlagc.s and
save- some cxpeu-c but it also has
-imic risks, llisks of sending your
i-iisiomer to the nearest serviceman,
to a serviceman who will call, or to a
"-crew-driver mcebanic" in the neighborhood.
Others arc servicing in 'he home.
This has many advantages of caving
time and expenses. t.oollnt it also lias sonic risks parlictilarly if h takes ymi an hour to locate,
and replace a "two-bit" condenser or
resist nr. Or you lay your "iron" on
a rug.
And so with everything you do. I kit
make no mistake about it — it's mare
ri-ky to wait and hope and du nethingl
Action, prompt action, now Is a
necessity.
\:t
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Toy, left, GE radio workers ittenn business! with
their "V-7 Projarram" for more weapons.
Top, right, Earns worth execs eoordmate their exiM'iIUing. procnrement and production units.
Directly above, Stromberg-Carlson war products
paraded on a float, dramatizing current ads.
Right, center, Plilleo prod net ion experts salvage
enough rubber for 2 flyinsr fortresses.
Below, left, Crosley plaint chalks up its war products now taking shots at the dictators.
Below, right, pres. Muldowuy, iVational Union,
greets JVlnj. Johnson, Signal Corps, at new XU plaint.
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A Great tndustry Puts Up a Great Fight

• Eadio is getting its two-bill iondollar -wartime production Job done
with a resourcefulness and dispatch
that should be recognized and remembered by everybody in the industry.
Manufacturers by the dozen, those
hard-hitting outfits who were the familiar suppliers foe dealers and distributors during peace times, have
converted 100 per cent to the Victory
job of producing the slickest precision
weapons that ever smashed a Jap. In
a way, this is no more than other industries have done. Yet radio has
managed to distinguish itself on a
number of counts. Radio's products
are unique to start with, because of
their heroic vital-eommunicatiou nature, but the way in which these products are turned out shows such engineering wisdom and productive skill
that the industry deserves additional
credit.
Plus Effort
Radio manufacturers have stepped
smartly in the direction indicated by
the national necessity as outlined by
the War Production Board (look at
the soaring curves on the front cover)
but they have also staged some spirited "firsts" on their own. These
"plus" qualities of our industry have

registered notably in the $J 23,000,000
per month war production goal set
for the industry.
Tr«rfe Interest
These feats should have a direct
hearing on the way that the retailer
and the distributor look at the midwar and the post-war radio picture.
From the factory performances in the
Victory program, all the radio tradesmen get a new idea of who is meeting
the highest standards in ihe world,
with what success, and why. Radio
men may regard this war period as a
kind of test which will indicate some
interesting details as to where lies
the development power, the mass-production genius, the exceptional engineering, and the quality status of the
various suppliers of the business.
Aside from these factors, even the
most casual and modest radio man has
a real stake in the war-winning progress of the industry with which he is
most closely identified. And it helps
him to explain to the cnslomer in an
enlightened and inspirited way, the
status of an industry which is not now
able to produce the things that the
customer may want to buy. If the
dealer knows about war production
trends and responsibilities, be remains
in the trade swim.
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Actually, the experts at the radio
plants have been heating some special
drums in the thundering march of
American production. They welcomed
the schedules, require men Is and suggestions from Washingtou and they
added something of their own.
W<?liir<*riii€| ihe Goods
Such wrinkles as the V-7 Program,
the Beat ihe Promise drive, the Q4VQuicker for Victory campaign, and
the "Voice of Victory" program belong exclusively to radio factories who
were anxious to do something plus
about winning the war. These things
are leaving a mark on the industrial
record of the nation.
Radio headquarters are getting applause for their speedy formation of
labor-management committees as a
factor in increased production. Also,
their participation in the 10 per cent
Payroll War Bond Savings Plan has
been notable, and in some eases the
drives were so successful that factory
employees averaged 17 per cent instead of 10 per cent.
Notable, too, is the number of "E"
awards that have been awarded to
radio factories. The total of these
awards is changing every week, but
whatever it is at the moment, the figure is a proud one.
Where They Score
The industry has also excelled specifically in the setting up of safety
standards to protect workmen during
the rush of the period, the staging of
morale-building rallies in cooperation
•with Army and Navy officials, and in
the sponsoring of employee "idea"
competitions.
Likewise, much to the credit of the
plants is their extra effort in the
training of radio technicians, their
cooperation in the collection of industrial scrap materials, and their wise
efforts to use peace-time personnel on
the new war jobs.
Up to the limit of available raw
materials, radio manufacturers are
thus developing their wits and their
facilities to a commanding peak.
They're making the life of the enemy
into a miserable and shaky proposition, and they're blazing the way toward greater radio products for the
times of peace.
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Ifousi ie I'ri iie iplt'.v
Air-RAID

/Iftplyhiff to Sotttul
Jobs inie-iniofl to
Cover Whole

WA RNINGS
Communities

• Kariio and sound men who are
called in lu figure on airo-uid-alarm
loudspeakers or sirens for local homedefense committees, are invariably
asked by the inexperieiiced laymen to
"install one or two huge bigb-power
units thai can be heard all Over town!"
The layman's idea of an adequate
alarm system seems to be to mount one
powerful speaker or siren at some central point, expecting such a unit to be
heard many blocks or even in lies in
every direction.
Yet all practical sound experience
with high-power units is that they can
really be beard for only a comparatively short distance in noisy denselypopulated communities. Practical sound

men are tmauimous in recommending
instead, in such cases, a numher of
jiiii'tUei- hnil.s. rather than one or a
few high-power sound sources.
C'ilf/ I'roMcms
Where It is necessary to pour sound
across a densely-built city, a high
power unit, even if well elevated, can
deliver only a very small fraction of
its sound energy into the narrow
streets and spaces between the buildings, while most of its sound energy
"bounces" off the flat roofs of the buildings. Such small part of the sound
energy which does penetrate into the
narrow canyons between buildings.

Steel Air-raid Shelter, with Chandelier Speaker
"•m

To etliicalo
imiIiIU- in air-rftld )«rw<o<0 ioii, «U(s »no»l*'J Armoo s<<•<-!
»het<«-r ha* I S-»va (t A tin* ceiling M|»«riikcr r*-|>ro«liioing Monnd eltvcts.
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thus reaches the street level considerably attenuated, and then at the street
level it has to compete with the usual
noise of city traffic. It is not surprising then (hut the alarm sounds can be
heard only with difficulty, on the sidewalks and inside the buildings. Such
a central-unit air-raid warning system
is little effective, and is usually a waste
of the taxpayers' money.
To cover such a closely-built city
area, the home-defense committee and
the sound man will therefore make the
host use of their funds if the sound
contractor is instructed to install a
number of smaller units at strategic
radiating positions such as corners and
public squares-—locations from which
the alarm sound can be projected down
the streets at considerable intensities.
While such u scattered installation
of small units, of course, involves consfderuble wire-lino distribution to operate the multiplicity of speakers, even
this is not a serious difficulty, because
usually police, (ire or other city-owned
circuits can be borrowed, and the iuslallatkm made by using already-existing conductors.
ICcsitlfiilinl Sceiinns
lu residential sections where low
buildings of uulfann height of two or
three stories arc surrounded by considerable ground space, such as wide
streets and open lawns, a central highpower sound mill, well clovaIed. may
be used with more success. For under
such conditions, the open spaces enable
a greater proportion of the sound to
reach ground level where it reverberates into the residence Interiors, lu
such residence sections the surrounding noise level is also usually low. so
that even faint outside .sounds attract
attention.
The distance air raid warnings may
be heard varies considerably, but. differences In the ability to hear a distant
alarm from day to day can usually be
1 raced to difference in noise levels on
different days, Jn some cases this

ilAIHO nt'tailiua TOlftAV. Auetusl. I»42
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change in ability to hear is also ascribable to the presence of wind—although contrary to public belief, the
direction of the wind actually has very
little effect on the "carrying power"
of the distant sound source.
Effect of Hi ml
iudecil that sound is not "carried by
the wind" to any appreciable degree,
can be readily realized when it is recalled that the normal velocity of
sound is about 1,000 ft. per second,
whereas even a brisk breeze of 30 miles
an hour, is traveling only 44 ft. per
second. Such a 30-mile wind could
have only the effect of reducing the
apparent distance from source to listener by 44/1,000 or about 4'/^ per cent,
wSiieh would not be noticeable to the
ear.
But the blowing of wind does create
noises everywhere about the listener,
and those local noises may reach surprising intensities. Such nearby sounds,
of course, compete with and mask the
faint distant sound. In this way, wind
"blanks out" distant alarm sounds that
would be easily heard in a dead calm
when no nearby noises were being produced in trees and buildings.
Many officials and civilian co-ordinators planning on purchasing an air
raid siren, frequently have an exaggerated conception of the volume, range
and penetration qualities of siren signals,
"Silence Poclcel-v'*
Conditions in the area to be served
govern the selection of the proper type
siren. A siren may be audible for
miles, and on the other hand, though
only a few blocks away, its sound
might be less than that of a radio in
the home. The action or penetration
of sound and light is somewhat alike—
they pass through some materials and
are absorbed by others and again they
are reflected, creating so-called "silence
pockets." Prime factors such as noise
levels, location, height, wind, buildings
or other obstructions, the terrain, and
atmospheric conditions affect sound
coverage and audibility. These conditions are never the same in two different locations and in a certain location will vary from day to day. The
distance that any siren can be heard
cannot be guaranteed by anyone because of these variable factors.
To serve as an alarm, a siren must
project sufficient sound volume at a
given point to drown out. other adjacent noise levels, or coverage will not
be effective. If it does not drown out
other sounds, it means that additional
equipment is necessary, perhaps requiring a smaller unit nearby, or a
larger one farther away.
Small l iiits
In dense, noisy business districls,
tests have shown that liberal distribution of smaller sirens will produce
more effective coverage. Especially is
this true when a lane of tall buildings,

close together, line the streets, forming
a regular canyon which confines the
sound. Smaller sirens can be located
at intersections and combined with
units placed inside of buildings or in
such spaces which are not penetrated
by outside sounds.
In residential or outlying business
districts closely built up and with low
type buildings, a one or two horsepower siren located at points of say
one-half mile to a mile apart so that
sound waves will overlap is very effective, declares E, T. H. Huiehinson of
Sparks Withington. The spacing of
sirens as outlined is most important
and of course if larger sirens are used,
greater sound intensity is assured.
jTIoidilimi «« Itiiildintfs
As regards point of installation of
sirens, the best place is seldom the
same in any two instances. Under favorable conditions, it is desirable to
locate such a siren in the approximate
center of the community.
Usually, to obtain the best results
the siren should be mounted at an average height of 30 to 40 feet above

street or ground level. Mounting a
siren too high increases the sound
range, but may cause the sound to pass
by certain areas in between. Before
making a permanent installation, try
out various heights so that, best sound
range will be developed according to
the local situations.
Wherever possible avoid mounting
near surrounding obstructions such as
taller buildings, trees, etc. Installation on roofs should be 9 to 12 feet
above roof level, provided roof has no
parapet; a parapet would he an obstruction, so siren should be mounted
8 to 10 feet above its top, then the
sound waves will not be confined or
deflected.
Where motor driven sirens are used,
it is recommended that a remote control be a part of the operating system.
The purpose of the remote control is
to take the heavy current load off the
necessarily small contact points of the
operating switch; further, it permits
the installation of push buttons, timers
■ and other operating switches at different places and remote from points of
siren location, as desired.

Ludy in the Dark'9 with UV Mike. etc.

Oc.-iik- ol
with lit-r |t)i<iK|ih4»reK<tcii( inforanlKMiis htuulkei-t-liief ami
writ ten Meri|»t, jin mmle fo uimv in the ilnrk, l>j :i WestinKlioiiNC nil ri»-vl«let
Isntiii. ilitriiiK: n stmlio hlnc-kmit.
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Radio

Stores

"Convert"

complete output of various factories
and in fact converting a very suecessfui wholesale appliance firm into
a complete furniture supply warehouse/'
The buyers from Eadio Club went
to the warehouse and had a look. And
that's how they ended up with "something hot" in the way of substitute
lines.

r

X,

"These washers will all run again," say the servicemen at this Indiana store which
Imys uy the old nnils to re-build and re-sell. It's one of the steys taken by the
dealer to keep «p his income while wartime shortages force out the regular lines.
Hoosiers Like Service
and Furniture
Merchandise stocks at The Radio
Club, LaForto, Ind., have been radically changed to meet wartime needs.
The report from this prominent radio
and appliance store is that "it is still
a shock to us every time we open the
door."
Upstairs, the store is showing $2,000
worth of new furniture lines, and
downstairs the emphasis is on the
store's long-time specialty, the rebuilding of electric washers.
T\*stv Business
Used washers of all makes and descriptions are bought and re-conditioned to. sell at around $49.50, backed
by "a strictly honestly-run service departmcnt" offering an unconditional
one-year guarantee. The washers are
processed in a basement workslnp, by
the dozens. However, no positive
"junkers" are allowed. When it is
decided by a repairman that a washer
is junk, the motor is stripped off, and
18

if the transmission is current, it is
removed. The wringer is usually
taken off; copper, aluminum and iron
are separated and sent to the junk
yard.
The fact is, the. last shipment of
six "junkers," minus, wringers, motors, etc., brought $10.10. The store,
got wise to the fact that it is much
more profitable to spend half an hour
separating metals than to have the
junk yard casually offer 50g for the
unit as is.
Jobber Helps
For the new furniture lines, the
Radio Club gives much credit to the
helpful efforts of the local jobber,
Radio Equipment Co., South Bend,
Ind. Store managers Say that "Our
old friend Harold Sunderlin of Radio
Equipment, who has always been a
loyal fighter for the dealer, gave the
shortages in regular lines very serious thought and a lot of hard work
. . . lie chased all over the Middle
West, looking up lines, buying the

Uoixic Farnisliiugs Succeed
In Los Angeles
"Conversion" activities at Thompson & Holmes, Ltd., Los Angeles, got
under way the minute this prominent
jobber realized that radio and home
appliance lines would soon be but a
memory for the duration.
The firm did a lot of survey work on
supplies of various types of merchandise, before it was decided that wartime concentration should go to products for the furnishing of homes, produced from non-critical materials.
Buyers then combed the country for
such lines and then lined them up in
a way that, according to Caleb Sharrah, vice-president and general manager, "wq got such widespread dealer
acceptance on the new merchandise
that we are actually expanding our
operations."
Big Variety
Included in the new lines which are
cited as "life-savers" to this jobber as
well as a means for many of its dealers
to remain in business are: Coureo
blackout shades, Whitney hampers,
baby carriages and juvenile furniture,
Counselor bath scales, Tavern polishes, waxes. Nu-Enamel paints. Topper bridge and coffee tables, Western
occasional furniture and mirrors,
Edelmuth four-in-hand chairs, Leo
oak dinettes, Frank & Son occasional
furniture and Coolerator ice-conditioned refrigerators.
Since Thompson & Holmes have reported "immediate success" among
dealers selling these lines, the distributor has announced that this new division of the business will be continued after the war as a permanent
service to the trade.
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New Activity In Pan-American Discs

• TIkj inu.sic of Latin America is becoming' more important at the retail
record counter. The tricky rhythms of
our "Good jSTeighbors" are beating
their way to the front.
In many a TI. S. record shop today,
dealers are not getting all the records
they order, by a long shot. War shortages are a factor, and may he more so.
This means that when a record fan
comes into the store and asks for a
niost-asked-for disc, he may not get it.
But if the retailer is in position to
promote other types of records, he may
make a "substitute" sale. And among
these "other types" the Latin American kind of records is a good bet. ISTot
just for the record man who makes a
specialty of stocks for Spanish-speaking communities, but for the typical
record retailer with an average group
of customers.
Aside from the fact that many of
the songs and dances of the Latin type
are sure-fire sellers purely because
they have colorful rhythm and romantic appeal, there are a number of
new reasons for this trend to Latin
American records. Our wartime feeling of Pan-American unity is the
basis for most of our awakened
interest.
Por Instance, the public is getting
interested in this music via a number
of newer features on the networks.
The "Pan-American Holiday" show on
Ts'BC and the "Music for Neighbors"
20

program on the same web are examples. CBS has its "Calling Pan America" feature and also "El Gharro Gil
Trio" of interest to wide audiences.
There have been a number of musical movies with Latin American flavor
which have added considerably to the
trend. The recent "Bio Rita'"' and the
forthcoming "Panama Hattie" are
examples.
Public interest in the, study of
Spanish languages has greatly increased and the interest in lyrics in
this language has grown too. All this
is a special break for language-study
records also, and the new disc releases
in this field are dolled up with a . lot
of extra sales appeal.
Southttrn Stars
Another factor in the situation is
the increasing number of star performers from the coimtnes to the
south of us, coming to the attention
of IT. S. rccprd fans. Latin American personalities, including singers,
dancers and instrumentalists, are becoming favorite figures in our entertainment world and sometimes it takes
only a short while for their recordings
to become fast sellers.
Also, when you consider the widespread interest in dance steps like the
rhumba, conga, tango, etc., with new
ones coming- up reguinrly, you have a
large group of record buyers for
"dance" reasons alone.
The thing to do is to give these
RADIO

records a good break in your store.
Display materials are plentiful and
not expensive. Travel folders, photos
of Spanish dancers, Mexican scarfs,
sombreros, unusual musical instruments, etc., will help out for window
displays.
A regular system of tie-ups with local theaters should be worked out so
that when the musical movies with
the Latin American settings get to
town, the record dealer will be headquarters for the music, heard in the
shows. And these movie tie-up displays arc appropriate for the theater
lobby as well as for the record store.
Whatever kind of display the retailer decides to use, however, he will
find that the al/rnaos of Latin American records will add greatly to the
color and effectiveness of the set-up.
There are plenty of these released by
Victor, Decca and Columbia.
Lor instance, among the newer
Columbia albums are "Continental
Tangos" on C-00, "Native Brazilian
-Music" in two albums C-Se and 84,
and "Conga with Cugat" on C-74.
Decca has "Carlos Gardol" on
A-hhh, Carmen Amayu (Vol. 2) on
A-288, "Rhumba Rhapsody"' on A-2.'>8,
and many others.
The newer album releases in this
group from. Victor include "Mcxicaua" on S-4n, "Fiesta in Cuba" on
IMSh. "Cnbatm Rhythms" on P-lOO,
"Latin Kavonles ' on F-7!, and others.
TODAY. August, 1942
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• Farnsworth takes great pride in presenting to the music
and radio trades of America the first in its distinguished new
series of advertising on television. Tomorrow is television's
world, and it is our purpose that the name of Farnsworth
shall loom bright and clear upon the future's magic screen.
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Wartime
• One of the mos-t pressing problems
in the radio parts business today concerns the supply of wire-wound resistors, volume-controls, wire, solder,
etc., according to a survey of possible
shortages conducted by the National
Electronic Distributors Association,
P.O. Box 2, Beading, Pa.
George Barbey, the NED A president who makes it his business to keep
up to the minute on parts priority
rulings, says that "we are aware of
this problem and we are working for
relief on these lines. . .
Meanwhile
parts distributors are advised to apply
their latest instructions on those items
until new and definite rulings are issued and interpreted.
Simplify PO-IX
On the subject of parts supplies in
general, in which the use o£ form
PD-lX (Distributors' Application for
Preference Bating) is a factor, the
NEDA reports that this form is still
not bringing the results expected of
it. It is pointed out that use of this
form needs to be simplified as much as
possible, and the suggestion is that
each PD-lX be confined to one type
of merchandise such as transformers,
speakers, batteries, etc. It is even
advisable to send in separate forms for
variable condensers and fixed condensers, to make it simpler for the officials

Parts

in Washington who have their hands
full these days.
Wat* Volume
The distributors association is also
collecting data on "war business" done
by its members and has invited them
to make reports to headquarters on
local experiences. In some localities
it has been found that there are more
headaches than profits in this business, while distributors located in the
thick of war activity have found that
the volume is very much worth getting.
The above projects are, by the way,
examples of NEDA activities which
are making the association particularly valuable to parts distributors
during wartime. Much of the work
will be brought to the attention of the
industry in the NEDA membership
drive now under way.
The Time to Join
During this drive, in which distributors throughout the U.S. will be
urged to line up with local NEDA
chapters, the 7-point program of the
organization will he emphasized. These
points are:
A. To keep the radio parts business
in the hands of legitimate radio parts
distributors.
B. To help establish an "Industry
Code of Ethics" and live up to it.
C. To look after the interests of

Connecticut Distributor Goes After Industrial Biz

Supply
the parts distributors in all their relations with the Government, manufacturers, dealers, and service-men.
D. To improve both personal and
business relations between competing
distributors, through district group
conferences.
E. To support a mitonal or^amzoiion that can act as a watch-dog, always ready to act at a moment's no(Continued on page 47)
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Store moiuiKer «£
lUidio Supply Is Mr*, .tlai'jorie I,ockw<jo«t. who
know* (•oinplex ports stoek thoroog-hly
sinrt. can discuss with servicemen their
p tire liases, .tlrs. JLockwood knotvs radio
inside out, having formerly served as
seellou boss in the Stamford factory of
C'liiaudagrsiph.
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With the »var boom sivclling Stamfwrd (Conn.) indiistries. ti. W. Mortow. president Stamford Undio Supply Co.. sees the big
future ahead in selling electronic supplies to local plants, and is now conceiitratiiig sales oJlort on this and on sound.
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Time is an important dimension of Accuracy
siliency—specially processed pivots, completely
Simpson-made.

TN tKe strict meaning of the word, accuracy is
not a measurable thing. An electrical instrument is either accurate, or it isn't accurate.
There can be no more or less, no "almost".
But there is one important way instrument
accuracy can be qualihed—if not in terms of
"how much", then in terms of "how long".

But most important of all you'll find a fundamentally-better, stronger construction, with
soft iron pole pieces for absolute accuracy, and
full bridges at top and bottom that hold the
moving assembly always in perfect alignment.

How long will Simpson Instruments stay accurate? Examine the Simpson movement and
you'll find your answer. First of all you'll find
heat-treated, aged magnets—carefully selected
springs, tested and tempered for permanent re-

If your requirements are vital enough to give
you the right to buy instruments, they are vital
enough to rate the best. To those who have
learned to measure accuracy in terms of "how
long", best can only mean . . . Simpson.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 3208-18 Klnzie St., Chicago, Illinois
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INSTRUMENTS THAT STAT ACCURATE
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MODEL 260
High Sensitivity
Tester
Here is a typical example of
Simpson leadership. Ranges to
JOOO Volts, both AC and DC,
at 20,000 ohms per volt DC
and 1000 ohms per volt AC.
Current readings from I microampere to 500 miiliamperes.
Resistance readings from Yz
ohm to 10 megohms. Five decibel ranges, —10 to +12 DB.
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New

Products

PHILCO AUTOMATIC TIMER, a simple
electrical timing device which should find
many applications in industrial plants.
This automatic time-switch is arranged
to close an electrical circuit after the end
of a pre-determined time. By reversing
the position of the mercury switch element, it can also open a circuit. On AC,
it has 1200 watts capacity, enough to control a 1-hp. motor of the repulsion-induction type. Setting merely requires turning
of a knob to the time (AM or PM—up to
23 hours in advance) the switch is to operate. Series connector with 5 ft. of cord
is supplied, Philco Corp., Tioga and C Sts,,
Philadelphia, Pa.—RRT.
o

bakelite end discs. Supplied with strong,
flexible bare, tinned copper wire leads.
Wax-impregnated outer cardboard insulating tube. Available with section insulated from the container or grounded to
it. Especially recommended where high
insulation resistance is vital. Solar Mfg.
Corp., Bayonne, N. J.—RRT.

Sii'Vifif/T

TRIPLETT PORTABLE TESTER in
molded case has lonrj 4.58" hand calibrated
mirror scale. Hinned cover. Black case
for DC instruments, red for AC. 6 in. x
B'/z in. x 2y2 in. Detachable leather strap
handle. Model 525 DC; 635, AC. Triplett
Elec'l, Instr. Co., Harmon Rd., Bluffton,
Ohio—RRT.

GENERAL CEMENT AUTOMATIC
WIRE STRIPPER for electricians, sound
and radio men, etc.. instantly strips insulation from all types of wire, just by
pressing the handles. Can also be used
as a wire cutter. $6 list. General Cement
Mfg. Co., Rockford, III,—RRT.

WAUSCO STAPLE DRIVER 500A, an
improved model made with hardened steel
inserts which prevent jamming and clogging its automatic staple magazine.
Quickly sets staples in otherwise inaccessible places and even into hard surfaces such as brick, plaster walls, or
hard wood. It's a great time and labor
saver for radio, intercommunication and
telephone installations. Walter L. Schott
Co., 9306 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly
Hills, Calif.—RRT,

»:fAi

OHMITE FERRULE RESISTORS have
been designed for easy interchangeabitity
without the use of tools. An even winding of resistance wire on a ceramic core
is protected by an Ohmite vitreous enamel
coating. Ferrules are cup, sleeve or cartridge type. Special ceramic cores are
available which, with special coating, will
withstand the temperature shock test of
from ice cold water to hot water. Protective coatings, which pass salt water
immersion tests are also available. Ohmite
Mfg. Co., 4835 Flournoy St., Chicago, Ml.
—RRT.
24

CLAROSTAT 50-WATT RHEOSTAT
is wound on an insulated metal core
which distributes the heat at intermediate rotational settings. Resistance element is imbedded in a ceramic housing
with an inorganic cement. A graphited
copper contact shoe rides the collector
ring and winding, assuring 2 positive
sliding contacts. Contact pressure is provided by a helical spring. Available in
any resistance value up to and including
10,000 ohms. Clarostat Mfg. Co., 285 N,
6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y,—RRT.

SOLAR TYPE XT CAPACITORS are
oil-impregnated metal tubulars, non-Enductively wire wound, sealed with rubber

TALK-A-PHONE INTERCOM MUNICATOR consisting of 5-station master, one
sub-station and cable, sellinn as low as
$29.95. Installations can be made to include all masters to a total of 5, a master
and a maximum of 5 sub-stations or a
combination of master and sub-stations
to a total of 6 units. Operates on 110 v.,
AC or DC. Master station mechanisms
housed in walnut cabinets, sub-stations
in durable metal cases. Talk-A-Phone
Mfg. Co., 1219 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
III.—RRT.

'*:

RCP MULTITESTER, model No. 423, is
a general utility volt - ohm - miliiameter.
3-ln. square meter has movement of 395
micro-amperes or a sensitivity of 2,600
ohms per volt, and uniform AC-DC voltmeter sensitivity of 1,000 ohms per volt.
Ohmeter range of 10 megohms. Suppressor
type copper oxide rectifiers for AC measurements. Walnut finish in both bench
($23,50) and portable ($25.95) models.
Radio City Products Co.. Inc., 127 W.
26 St., New York City.—RRT.
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9
Servicemen recognize the "plus-performance"
that these sturdy controls give on every
replacement job... Old Man Centralab's good

-

advice to "ALWAYS SPECIFY CENTRALAB"
was never more timely than now . . . when
it is so important to keep the "radio ears" of
the nation properly tuned to the events of
these critical moments in our history . . . For
S,i ^ 31

smooth, silent, sure attenuation . . . specify
0

CENTRALAB MIDGET RADIOHMS.
CENTRALAB : OIV. OF GlOBE-UNfON INC.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, U.S.A.
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RF and IF Alignment Methods

In Series Fllmnenl Receiver CIreHUs
• The unusual circuits which must
be used in certain types of portables
in order to make them operate from
batteries or power line current introduce alignment problems which do
not exist in other types of sets.
In the usual IF alignment procedure, it is customary to connect the
signal generator "ground" to the chassis of the set and the "high" or output terminal through a capacitor to
the grid of the tube just preceding
the transformer to be aligned. In
most circuits this method is acceptable since, as can be seen in Fig. 1,
the signal from the generator is applied directly across the tuned circuit
of the secondary of the IF transformer. Since the secondary has a
very high impedance at the frequency
of the signal generator, approximately
the full signal from the generator will
be applied between the grid and
ground.
Comuioh Ground
Although the grid return ch'cuit of
most of the IF stages in sets using
circuits similar to Fig. 1 is made to
the AVG bus, this bus Is at ground
potential as far as any KF voltage
is concerned due to the large capacity
filter condenser between the bus and
the chassis or B—. Thus the ground
side of the signal generator has no
impedance, except for the small value
due to the AVC condenser and lead
inductance, in series to the return or
"cold" side of the IF transformers.

mas

f-Hji. 1. Tyt>ie:il IF nligrmtKMit set-up for parallel tUanicnf type portable set. Generator Is usually coimeoted to Folnt I if more than two IF stages are employed.
Point 2 Is recommended for most sets.
We can usually therefore, leave the
generator ground connected to the
chassis of the set and move the "high"
side of the output from point to point
as is necessary to align the transformers.
The connection of the "high" side
of the signal generator through- a 0.1
mfd. capacitor to an IF gi'id wjth the
ground connection to the-- chassis
causes considerable detuning of the
secondary of the transformer connected to that grid. This, is not serious

Fitr. 2, AC'/nC-battery noriabies Hsiitg1 series filament circuits do not have the
common ground return for all tubes so that jsenerntor connections disturb normal
operation. Point 2 is best position.

since only the following transformers
are being aligned and it is only necessary to supply a signal of the proper
frequency and strength to adjust
them.
When .multiple stages of IF transformers must be aligned, it is usually
necessary to apply the signal from
the generator to one of the intermediate stages rather than to the converter
grid. This is especially true when the
stages are considerably out of alignment. Insufficient signal voltasre from
the generator usually makes it necessary to start nearer the audio end in
order to get a signal through the
transformers.
Disturbing the Circuit

■

2G

The common practice of IF alignment in sets which have only one IF
stage is to feed the signal from the
oscillator to the grid of the converter
tube. With this one connection, all
transformers are aligned to give the
peak output.
In any receiver the process of alignment is to be carried out so that the
artificial conditions introduced by
connecting the signal generator to the
circuits and the strength of the applied alignment signal approach the
conditions under the normal operation
of the set. It is highly desirable that
the test conditions do not cause the
set to be aligned to a degree that does
not exist the moment the signal generator is removed and thereby cause
RADIO Rcl«ilin9 TODAY, August, 1012

the set to perform improperly to normal received signals.
These problems of aligning the set
to perform at its best under actual
conditions of reception lead to several
precautions which should be observed.
Point number one is be sure that the
signal, to which the circuits are to be
aligned is being introduced at one
point only. This means that the signal generator must be well shielded
and the output lead to the set must
also be shielded. If the test signal
is picked-up by several circuits at the
same time due to incorrect shielding,
the alignment of transformers is made
difficult through phase differences in
picked-up signal and the signal which
eomes through the circuit in the normal. manner.
Controlling the Signal
The strength of the applied test signal is also very important. There
are several suggested methods for determining the correct strength of the
signal. The general instructions
which most receiver manufacturers
give are to keep the output of the generator as low as possible in order to
prevent the AVC system from affecting the alignment. This usually means
a very weak signal and also one which
is sometimes difficult to observe on an
output meter. These instructions are
given because the AVO voltage
changes the grid bias on the IF tubes
and this in turn varies the input impedance of the tubes and changes the
loading across the tuned transformer.
This change of input impedance is
called the Miller effect. It means that
if the transformers are aligned to a
strong signal which furnishes a high
AVC voltage, the transformers will
not be correctly aligned at other signal
strengths. The major reason for aligning below the AVC point is to have

Pltr. 3- Simplified circuit of Fig. 2 show lug relative position of tube filninents with
respect to ground. IIF input «t I'oint 2 Is applied directly across tuned circuit.
the IF transformers peaked for maximum gain at weak signals which is
the condition at which maximum gain
is desired. The alignment will be incorrect on strong signals but this wdll
mean that the IF stages will not be as
selective as before. This lower selectivity can usually be tolerated since
the strong signals are locals which are
well separated and don't require the
extreme selectivity.
Floating Grounds
Other alignment procedures recommend that a fixed AVC bias be applied
while the circuits are being aligned.
This fixed bias should be a value
which the receiver normally develops
when operating from the local stations. The value to use depends of

FiS- 4. Ueconnncndcil stU-iip lor IIF alignment of loop antenna sets. Keep larse
metal objects away from set loop while aliening to avoid Incorrect adjustment
uue to stray capacities. See text.
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course upon the individual set, the location where it is used, the antenna,
power of stations to be received, etc.
The usual procedure is to apply a
value of AVC voltage that is about
the average of that developed by the
stations to be received. This will
mean 5 to 30 volts for small sets and
30 to 15 volts for sets with considerable gain. This AVC voltage is applied to the AVC bus after it has been
disconnected from the source of control voltage in the receiver, usually
at the ground end of the second detector transformer.
Series filament portable circuits do
not usually have a common ground
return for the RF circuits since the
grid return circuit is made to the filament of the same tube. In Fig. 2 the
signal generator is shown connected to
either of two points, one on the IF
grid and the other on the converter
grid. The ground side of the generator
is connected to the B— or chassis
of the set. The current from the signal generator will thus flow through,
the, IF transformer (with the connectioii to IF grid) and back to the
ground side of the generator through
either the filaments of the other tubes
between the IF tube and ground, or
through what ever by-pass capacity is
provided.
Common i'aths
If the IF transformer to be aligned
is connected to a tube whose filament
is between that of the tube to which
the signal generator is connected and
ground, it is possible that the RF current from the generator and that circulating in a following stage will
flow through a common impedance
such as the filament of one of the
tubes and thereby cause faulty alignment, oscillation, etc.
(Continued on next page)
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SERVICING PORTABLES
{Continued from, preceding page)
Fig. 3 shown a smipiified portion
of the cireuit in Fig. 2. ]5eetiuse the
grid return circuits are not all made
to the common ground or chassis in a
portable of this type, it is important
to be careful in connecting the signal generator to the set, especially
the ground cniineetion. in these circuits it is most important to follow
the manufacturers' instructions on
alignment. Notice particularly where
the signal generator ground is to be
attached.
Because most of these circuits have
one IF stage the signal for alignment
is usually introduced into the converter grid. This is point 2 on Fig. 2,
and Fig, 3. Because the grid circuit
of the couverier tube appears as capacity to the signal generator it is
customary to set the tuning condenser
with plates full open to reduce the
shunting- of the signal to ground.
The RF alignment on portables and
other loop antonua sets is usually carried on by inductively coupling the
signal to the set. Since the loop is a
largo coil with a large field about it,
the signal should be introduced with
as little disturbance to the alignment
as possible. The usual recommended
procedure is to eonneet the output of
the signal generator to a loop antenna
of a few turns about 12 inches on a
side and place this loop parallel with
and about one foot from the set loop.
Tlie same story about signal strengths
from the generator applies as mentioned under IF alignment. Fig, 4
shows the set-up for this BF alignment.
When aligning the KF portions
of the set it is usually necessary to
have the set in the case and the loop

RP cojiverter circuit lit GP models discussed below.
antemiu and hattories in their normal
positions since the capacities of the
chassis and batteries to the loop must
be taken into account.
AVC on Suppressor
in GE Series
GE models L-CdI. L-t»42. L-(!T4 all
use the KF-eonverter circuit shown
in accompanying diagram. This twoband 6-tube AC-DC circuit uses a
high-mu 12HT-14A7 EF pentode with
tuned grid input circuit and a resistance-impedance couuliug to the
converter tube. The AVC voltage is
applied to the control grids of the RF,
converter, and IF tubes in the normal
fashion, in addition, the suppressor
grid of the EF tube is also connected
to the AVC bus for additional control of gain.

DIsiKrrain fur the Itelmunt purtuble circuit described ut lower rifeht.

The AVC bus is con nee ted to (he
oscillator grid through a 15-megohm
resistor for the purpose of using the
negative voltage developed by the oscillator as an initial bias for the RF
tubes. This rectified oscillator voltage,
about 8 or 9 volts, is divided by the
ia meg. resistor and the AVC circuit
resistors so that about 1/6 or 1.5 volts
negative is applied to the RF, converter and IF tubes;
The coupling between the RF and
converter stages is a combination of
resistance and impedance. The plate
circuit of the RF tube is loaded with
a 4700-ohm resistor. The signal is
capacity coupled to a series wave trap
and series peaking coil to the grid
of the converter. The peaking coil is
shunted by 100M ohms to make the
compensation broader over the two
bands. The signal voltage applied to
the converter is made more uniform
over the two bands by the combination
coupling circuit since the reactance
of the condenser is high when that of
the coil is low and conversely.
Heistanee Coupling Used
for Portable iF Circuit

1

29

Two IP stages used in the Belmout
portable CPU, are coupled together
through an R-C circuit. In the aecompanying diagram, the first iNfKlT
has a 5,000 ohm plate load resistor
ami the output signal across this load
is capacity coupled to the grid of the
second 1N5GT through a 500 mnifd.
capacitor. A high value of grid resistor is used in the second stage to
serve as an overload prevention. Since
these two IF tubes are operated at
zero bias, some means of protecting
the tubes on large values of positive
RF voltage is needed. This is accomplished in both tubes by high value
grid return resistors which will bias
the grid negatively when the positive
RF peaks cause grid-current to flow.
KAIHO Retailing TOIIAY, August, 1942
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Uses

ELECTRONIC

in

• Probably no tool applied to industry has found such a diversity and
number of uses as has the electronic
tube. It is employed to speed up production, to safeguard workers, to protect -against sabotage, to refine measurements, and to afford amazingsensitivity of control.
How wide are the 1942 ramifications
of the electronic industries and how
they reach into many fields of human
activities is strikingly shown by the
large 4-page. "Flow-Chart of the Electronic Industries" which occupies the
central section of this Part II. Raw
materials, parts and components; electronic. devices; how they are distributed; and the purposes for which
they are used, are all shown in this

INDUSTRIES

remarkable chart for the first time.
Meanwhile on this and the, last page
of Part II, we describe some of tUe
new electronic applications to American industry and the war effort.
Drying of Tobacco
Tobacco in casks is now being
rapidly dried without excessive heating- of the tobacco leaves, by a new
ultra short-wave process developed by
the Girdler Corporation, Louisville,
Ivy. Formerly the tobacco casks required a long time to dry out. But
with the new short-wave process any
moisture in the tobacco is rapidly
heated by the electric currents induced
in the moist material. Of course aa
soon as the moisture evaporates, no

To enable industry to study opaoue Niibwtunc-es and the Kruin-.striicture of metals.
Dr. V. K- Zivorykin of RCA (right) has now developed a "scanning" electron
microscope.
iLfigpif
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further conductivity is provided and
so, heating stops. The short-wave
process is thus foolproof in application, since excessive exposure of the
tobacco to short-wave bombarding can
do no injury or produce no heatingafter the moisture has been expelled.
Cementing Plywood by HF
Patents of the above company (formerly the Thermal Engineering Corporation of Richmond, Va.), are now
being applied on a large scale for the
cementing of plywood. The plastic
polymer cements used are electrically
conductive, and when such plywood
assemblies are introduced into a highfrequency field, the currents induced
in the plastic cement heat and "set"
this cement, without applying excessive heat to the wood sheets themselves. Such plastic cement, once
"set,'-1 is impervious to water, and produces a bond even stronger than the
wood itself. Such plywood is proof
against failure from the usual trouble
of moisture softening the glue.
Veneers that Are
Crack-Proof
The new ply wood-treating apparatus
applies up to a thousand kilowatts of
radio energy of a frequency not far
from the broadcast band (but completely shielded so that no stray field
can leak out to disturb broadcast.,
listeners). Plywood sheets up to 8 by
10 ft. can be treated.
(Oontinued on last page)

sions. A practical and unusual solution to this problem is provided by the
Burkey electronic fish screen.
By means of this electronic device
a special current wave causes an unpleasant but harmless stimulus to fish
coming within the electrified zone,
causing them to stop or be diverted.
By electrifying areas of water harmful to fish, the fish are saved from
death.
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<il3 |>liot<»-<tell door saves time nixl lieat at a his l.ouisville. Ivy., f^Vjioooo plant.
A liina'ed section :tii<l limit switch reverse motor if any' iierson is eausht In iloor.
With shorl-vvavo inductive lieutins".
also, comparatively great thicknesses
of plywood "sandwiches" can be
treated rapidly, whereas to 'heat the
same thicknesses of plywood assemblies
by ordinary heat, would require a long
time to bring the whole wood mass up
to the cementing temperature.
Veneers can also be cemented rapidly by the new electronic method, producing a method of adhesion which is
proof against cracking off or loosening of the veneer—long 1hc banc of
veneered furniture in moist climates.
Electronic Moisture
iPeteetor
Many precision steel parts for guns,
planes, tanks, and other war materiel
must be hardened by heat in a special
airless gas atmosphere, such as hydrogen, so that their highly finished surfaces will not be sealed or rusted.
Because the presence of only a little
watcrvapor in the gas would result in
rust, heat-trcaters must spend a good
deal of time in moisture determinations.
Xow, however, the heat-treater can
do such a job instantaneously with the
Westinghouso electronic moisture detector. Its business part is .a two,(dement tube similar to a radio rectifier, but with an inlet and outlet
through which gas is passed on its
way to the furnace. Asf'l ong as dry
gas passes through, electrons flow

steadily from the., tube's hot fiFament
to the plate, producing an unvarying
electric current. When water vapor is
present, some of the electrons attach
themselves to the waters oxygen
atoms, reducing the current. Such
eurrcnt fluctuations can be read in
terms of moisture from a simple mete ■
or recorded on a more elaborate recording device, incidentally the same
nielhod may also be used in detectingand measuring impurities in ecrtain
other industria! gases.
Electronic "Fish Fences"
and Locators
In the Pacific fishing industry, the
II. S. Bureau of Fishes has been making- use of an inductor detector device
to locate marked salmon bearing identification plates. Those metal plates
a re-attached to the fish when young,
and- the fish then released. Later
Ciitehes at distant points along the
same coast, are then "scanned" by
these electronic detectors, and the
marked fish quickly isolated, for study
of their movements since first marked.
And now an adaptation of the "electronic fence" for farm animals, has
been applied to produce fish barrier-1
which will keep finny swimmers away
from penstock intakes and other dangerous waters.
Statistics show that millions of
game fish are killed annually in irrigation ditches and power plant diver-
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Photoelectric Door
Saves Money
The Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Company, Louisville, Ky., is saving- as
much as $30 per day in operating costs
as a result of the recent installation
of photoelectric control on the doors
of its shipping and receiving departments. Substantial savings in heating costs are also being made.
With the shipping and receiving departments operating on a 24-hour-aday basis, their six huge doors must
be continually opening and closing to
allow for the passage of incomingloads of leaf tobacco and outgoingshipments of cigarettes and smoking
tobacco. These doors were previously
operated manually at comparatively
high cost, both in actual operating- expense and in time lost in signalling
for the doors to be opened.
A limit switch, mounted at the top
of the door on a hinged panel is used
as a safety device to protect against
persons being caught in the door. This
switch operates the control circuit and
reverses the door.
Dr. A. A, Bates of Westinshonse Rescarcli liJitooratorles measures eleetronieally the sisie of metal particles used
li» powder molding.

»

The Army, the Navy, the Air Force have first call on all
the radio-parts and equipment that can be made today.
Their requirements are vital. Maximum dependability,
stability and accuracy are essential under all of the severe
conditions of war. That is why IRC resistors are specified, and why IRC is producing resistors 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
This explains the increasing difficulties service men
are experiencing in securing dependable resistors for
repair and maintenance of home radio sets.
Realizing the importance of maintaining and servicing home radio sets, IRC is making available for servicemen large stocks of the same dependable resistors the
armed forces are using (but in ranges and tolerances not
called for on war orders) and are offering the following
suggestions to enable servicemen to obtain greatest
possible use of resistors in these times.

20% of the color-coded resistance value of the original unit.
In rare cases, where close tolerance units are used as
original equipment, they are usually identified by a gold
or bronze band for 5%, or a silver band for 10% tolerance. If a close-tolerance unit is required for replacement, two resistors, one higher and one lower than the
required range, may be used in series or in parallel when
matched for their combination resistance value.
If a 2-watt resistor is required and none is available
from the jobber, two 1-watt units in series or in parallel
will do the trick. Similarly two 3^-watt units can be
used instead of one 1-watt. Any low-wattage unit can, of
course, be replaced satisfactorily by any higher-wattage
unit of the same range.

1/2-/-1-> and 2~waff Resistors

All wire wound resistors above the 2-watt size are
becoming scarce because they are made of critical materials which must be conserved for war requirements.
Fortunately, however, they are seldom required for
service work except in A.C.-D.C- sets. Also, they are
seldom used at their full rating.
If a wire wound resistor of the required wattage rating
is not available, a combination of any types of lowerwattage units, either in series or parallel, may be substituted, In combining resistors for this purpose, the
wattage rating is cumulative based on the number and
rating of the resistors used.

The resistors in home and automobile sets are almost
invariably of the so-called "Preferred Number" or
"RMA" standard resistance values and are color-coded
accordingly.
Jobbers have, in the past, carried in stock the
l->
and 2-watt resistors only in "nominal" or round figure
ranges such as 1,000,5,000,10,000 and 2 5,000ohms,etc.
Now, however, many jobbers are stocking the IRC
resistors in RMA ranges. These resistors are being furnished by the factory from stocks originally accumulated for the set makers before the manufacture of home
sets was discontinued. They are of exactly the same
quality previously used in the finest radio sets, but as
they are not the. ranges and tolerances required for
military equipment, they can be supplied without interfering with the all-out war program.
A defective resistor in a set
- 11
can always be replaced satisfactorily by a new resistor within

Power Wire Wound Resistors

Substitutions
It is daily becoming more necessary to make substitutions in many civilian industries to conserve the critical
materials needed for winning the war. The substitutions
suggested above will not affect the quality of replacement jobs. We hope that these suggestions may help to
keep the home sets of the country operating.
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Service Snstruetions ittv
Emerson Chassis fill, GU2
'I'he^c two chassis models arc identical with the exception that 0!I-2 has
an AC'-T)(' motor for I ho record
changer, while (ill employs a straight
AC motor. Set model numbers are
(!I.I-4:57, 447, and OH2-447. Two
.'SaZa rectifier tubes are used in parallel to supply the DC load of the set
ami (lie speaker field. Notice in the
accompanying diagram for this chassis, rhal: the speaker field is operated
across the output of (he rectifier in
place of the usual series connection.
Basic Set-up
A j2SK7 eomhimition IF amplifier
and diode detector is used and the base
compensated audio is fed into a
12847 audio amplifier. The plate circuit of the 12SJ7 has a 100M load
resistor and a aOil decoupling resistor. The 50L() output tube employs
an un-bypassed cathode resistor for
degeneration and the audio voltage
across the secondary of the output
transformer is divided by a series R-C

EMERSON

circuit. The portion of the voltage
across I he 0,05 capacitor in this
speaker circuit is fed back into the
phono pick-up at the tone-selector
switch Si. The rear side of the deck
on Si selects the radio or phono function. while (he front side of the same
deck controls the tone and also opens
(he cathode circuit of the first three
RF tubes during phono operation.
The switch Bl is shown in the maximum bass phono position.
Voltages shown on the diagram arc
those obtained with a 1000 ohm per
volt meter on the 250 volt scale. Voltages shown on the screen and plate of
the 128-17 are much lower than those
actually present due to the loading
of the meter through the high values
of series resistance.
The numbers on the output transformer and speaker field correspond fo
pins on the five-prong connector
socket.

trans former adjust trimmers for peak
output. Fsc smallest possible signal.
Proceed to first transformer and peak
for maximnm output.
To align the wave trap, feed the 455
kc. signal into the external antenna
lead and adjust trimmer for minimum
response.
Final Adjii-vtment
The RF coils are aligned at 1400
kc. by feeding a signal of that frequency into the set through a 12-inch
diameter loop of wire connected to
the signal generator and held parallel
lo the sot loop about one foot distant.
Adjust the oscillator trimmer mounted
on the tuning gang for peak output
when the receiver dial is set at 1400
kc. Also peak the antenna trimmer
mounted on the loop frame.
If the loop antenna has been replaced or changed, it may he necessary to adjust its inductance at 600
kc. With the set and generator tuned
to 000 kc., move the outside turn of
wire until peak output is obtained.
The connection between "x-x" in
line circuit is removed when the extra
pilot light is used.

Circuit Alifjument
To align the IF transformers, inject a 455 ke. signal through a 0.01
nifd. capacitor to the grid of the
128AT. Starting with the output

GH437, 447» 6H2447.
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"SPECS"
• Minimum case depth.
• Full standard size rigid mechanism . . .
no projecting base.
• Wider shroud strengthens facet focuses
attention on scale.
• Simplified zero adjustment.
• Sapphire or equivalent jewels. All component parts finely made and of superior
quality.
• Balanced Bridge Support.
• Metal Bridges at both ends.
• Separate Scale Mounting.
• Doubly Supported Core.
A/so available in metal case
NOTE; When space is at a premium and for all
installations where space is cfiicicndy used I npiett
Thin-Line instruments set a new standard <>t precision performance in "condensed space, rue luu
derails write for Triplett i hin-Line Bulletin to The
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co., Blufttoo, Ohio.
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SERVICE
Phono Compensation Circuits in GC Combinations
The, pick-up compensation in GE
radio phono combination models T,C759, LG-75DB, and LC-768 is shown
in the two accompanying diagrams.
The compensation shown for the LO768 is built into the. changer chassis,
while the other two models have
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no compensating circuit within the
changer chassis. The two circuits are
similar, the only difference being the
shunt resistor across the 0.0(13 mfd.
capacitor in the circuit for the LG-759,
and 759 B. Tn both circuits the voltage
from the pick-up is divided by the resistor-capacity combination so that the
voltage fed to the volume control is
developed across the 100M resistor in
scries with the 0.002 mfd. capacitor.
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WE'RE HELPING YOU SELL BELfone
-—with ads in leading publications going to industrial executives and department heads •— the men
who recommend and buy this equipment. For
example, the ad below appears in current issues
of both Business Week and Modern Industry.
These ads Help to bring you Immediate, live prospects for profitable BELfone sales!

Go after this profitable market in BELfone Intercommunication Systems witfiout
delay I Write for dotoils at once.

Lll'T 2

NOW!

You can sell BELfone systems right now. Busy
war plants need the efficiency and convenience
of the latest type of intercommunication systems.
Priorities enable them to purchase BELfone equipment now. Get your share of this buainessl

WE'RE HELPING
YOU FILL ORDERS
for BELfone as quickly as
possible. Naturally, war
production comes first.
But we're working extra
hours at top speed to
build additional equip
ment for your needs
we've even opened a new
plant that nearly doubles
our recent capacity! So,
if shipping delays do oc
cur, it isn't because we
haven't pushed every fa
cility to the limit to rush
your goods through!

The circuits shewn ntoove ami
below ore described at left.

Radio Servicing
"by Appointment!99
America's radio service men may
soon be seen only by appointment, declared Stanley H. Manson, service
manager of the Stromberg-Carlson
Tel. Mfg. Co., in telling a convention
of his company's salesmen how priorities, price ceilings and the lure of
Signal Corps appointments, was rapidly thinning the lines of the conntry's radio repair men,
"Pick-ups and deliveries of radios
may soon disappear entirely," said
Mr, Manson, "because of gas rationing and tire shortages. The service
man will find himself increasingly
flooded with business and unable to
handle it all as an increasing number of radios develop trouble. Without his assistants, now in the Army,
the service man will be king. He will
ho able to pick and choose his jobs.
Customers will have to make appointments as much as a week or two in advance. Already, the average radio repair job tabes from three to four
days."
The new condition will work to the
customer's advantage, however, according to Mr. Manson, who said that
repair jobs are now being done more
expertly than ever before. He pointed
out that with few radios left to sell,
most repair jobs were being done by
the proprietor of the average radio
store, who has had long experience in
radio. With largo manufacturers devoting more emphasis than ever to
radio repair work, and with more care
lavished by the proprietor on a Repair job, he saw no reason to expect
u great drop in the number of radios
now functioning.
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This is a war of speed — a radio war. Commands and messages must go through like lightning. Never have communications been so vital
to victory, or have new devices meant so much.
The "Nerve Center ot the Army"
The whole responsibility for "getting the
message through" is in the hands of the U. S.
Army Signal Corps. Hands that install and
maintain countless thousands of radio sending
needs your skilled hands TODAY!
and receiving sets—hands that adjust the
marvelous mechanisms of America's newest and
most secret weapons — hands that flash the
orders to attack!
Now —• today — the Signal Corps needs
^
your skill in this thrilling branch of service.
ppYou may already be an expert in radio or
another communications field. If so, there
is no more worth-while service you can render
your nation than as a Signal Corps soldier. You
may have no more than ambition and a love
of mechanics and electricity. In that case the
Signal Corps is ready to give you thorough training — at good pay! It's the opportunity of a
lifetime to serve your country
and prepare for a future career. %
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HOW YOU CAN GET IN NOW
1. AX IS TMJE.XT
If you are IS to 45 and physically fit, you may apply for enlistment
in the Signal Corps or in the Signal Corps Enlisted Reserve.
DIRECT ENLISTMENT: Experience as a licensed radio operator, a trained radio
repairman, a telephone or telegraph worker, will qualify you for active duty at
once. From Private's pay you can advance rapidly as you earn higher technical
rattngs—up to SI33 a month, with board, shelter and uniforms.
ENLISTED RESERVE: If you are skilled with tools but lack qualifying experience,
you may enter the Enlisted Reserve. You will be given training, with pay, in one
of the many Signal Corps schools, and ordered to active duty when you have
completed the course.
COMMISSIONS; Graduate Electrical Engineers may apply for immediate commissions
in the Signal Corps. And special opportunities for training and commissions are
open to Juniors and Seniors in electrical engineering colleges.
2. CIVILIAN TKAININfi
If you ate over 16 years of age, and even though registered for Selective Service,
have not received your order to report for induction, the Signal Corps offers you
an outstanding opportunity.
If. you have ability with tools^—if you want to secure training in the vitally importaht. field of communication^-—you may attend a school in or near your home city.
YdU will be paid not less than 31020 per year while learning. And when you have
finished your training—in D monthu or less—you can advance to higher pay as your
technical skill increases.
_ Even if you have' a minorvphysic3l handicap, Signal Corps Civilian Training may
give you the chance you've wanted
to serve the Army of the United States.

m

IS. Arniytsc0:=::=;
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING ENLISTMENT - Call
and folk this over at the nearest Army Recruiting and Induction
Station. Or write to: "The Commanding General," of the Service
Command nearest you:
First Service Command.
Boston, Massachusetts
Second Service Command
Governors Island, New York
Third Service Command
Baltimore, Maryland
Fourth Service Command
Atlanta, Georgia
Fifth Service Command
.... Fort Hayes, Columbus. Ohio
Sixth Service Command..
Chicago, Illinois
Seventh Service Command .
..Omaha, Nebraska
Eighth Service Command
... Fort Sam Houston, Texas
Ninth Service Command.
... Fort Douglas, Utah
Or write to; Enlisted Branch, AE-1. A.G.O., Washington, D. C.
★
★
★
FOR CIVILIAN TRAINING INFORMATION - Call at any office of
the U. S. Civil Service or U. S. Employment Bureau.
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It Shouldn't be

Repaired
Service

But It

MUST6E!
What if the set IS ten or
twelve years oh!, if it goes,
dead you still have to fix it.
Even your euslonier might
admit "it's ready for a new
one"—if a new one could
be bought!
Mr. and Mrs. Ameriea are
depending on their radios
more than ever-—and depending on you to keep 'em
playing. The only way you
can handle your share of
this tremendous volume Is
to work more efficiently—
use your Kider Manuals
more regularly. Stop spending valuable lime trying to
''guess out" servicing data
-—look it up in one of vour
thirteen volumes of Rider
Manuals.
If you don't have all thirteen — better order today.
RtDER MANUALS
Velumes XIII to Vll..... .$11.00 each
Volumes VI to If]
g.25 each
Abridged Volumes I to V
$12.50
Automatic Record Changers and
Recorders
6.00
FOR EARLY PUBLICATION
Inside the Vacuum Tube—complete elementary explanation of fundamentals of
vacuum tubes.
JOHN

F.

RIDER

PUBLISHER, Inc.
404 Fourth Ave. New York
Export Division:
Rocke-International Eiec. Corp.
100 Varick Street, New York City
Cable: AP.LA8

m

Ofher Rider Books You Need
The Cathode Ray Tube at Work
..$3.00
Frequency Modulation
1.50
Servicing by Signal Tracing
3.00
Meter at Work
1.50
Oscillator at Work
2.00
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
2.00
AFC Systems
1.25
HOUR-A-DAY-WITH-RIDER SERIES — on "Alternating Currents in Radio Receivers"—on "Resonance & Alignment"-—on "Automatic Volume Control"—on "D'C Voltage Distribution."
90c each
Just Out!
A-C CALCULATION CHARTS—Two to five times
as fast as a slide rule—and more fool-proof. All
direct reading-—operative over a frequency range of
from 10 cycles to 1000 megacycles- 160 pages in
2 coiors~9Yg x 12 in.—$7.50.

Notes

iff VIS Technical Iffanttal
foe Service Engineers
The new AfYE Technical Jfanual
or handbook for radio service engineers, now on the press, contains a
wealth of now technical data as outlined under the chapter headings below. The MY.E JTanual is pubiished
bty P. R. Ma)lory & Co., Indianapolis.
Imh, and will be sold at $2 per copy.
Bridging the gap between radio theory and practice, the new 302-page
handbook is designed for servicemen,
engineers, aniatonrs and experimenters.
J. LOUT) SPEAKERS AMD
THEIR USE. Covers the acoustical properties of various designs. 'Polls in detail how loud
speakers may bo selected and installed for greatest economy and
best performance.
2. SUPE RTIETKK0DY1VE FIRST
DETECTORS AND OSGILATORS. Makes servicing easier
by presenting the basic principles. Covers all modern conversion systems.
3. HALF-WAVE AND VOLTAGKI) O II V, L E R POWER SUPPLIES. Explains the power supply design in AC-DC and series
heater-typo receivers and amplifiers.
A. VIBRATORS AND VIBRATOR P 0 W E R SUPPLIES.
Complete information on the operating conditions and appliealious. Important facts about design, and requirements for satisfactory performance of vibratovopcra t c< 1 eq u i pmen t.
r». PHONO-RADIO S K R V T C K
DATA. Mechanical and electrical principles involved.
Giilcio for Tube Stocks
Syfvania Radio Tube Simplificalion Chart

YOU NEED RIDER MANUALS
TO CARRY ON*

HOtiSl
G U A R A N T E E
USE

STANCOR

STANCOR

STANDARD TRANSFORMER
• CORPORATION •
1500 NORTH HALSTED STREET. . . CHICAGO

alriH 4*KjT. Q met ^

*
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6. AUTOMATIC TIIKIXG. A full
description of the various systems. How they work and how
to adjust them.
7. FREQUEXCY MODULATTOX.
A simple explanation of design
principles and operating conditions.
8. TKLEVISION. Basic information needed to prepare for successful work in television boom
sure to follow the war,
9. CAPACITORS. Wartime servicing depends on making bestuse of available components.
Shows how to install condensers
for specific applications, without
being dependent on duplicate replacements.
30. PRACTICAL RADIO XOISK
SUP PRESS I OX. Ifowand where
to use noise filters, and much
other data.
Jl. VACUUM - TUBE VOLTMETERS. This measuring device
is proving increasingly useful in
both radio work and industrial
electronics.
12. USEFUL SEBVICING INFORM A TIG N. Tables, codi n g
data, standards, design charts,
etc.
IT RECKIVIXG-TUBE CHAKACTEKISTCS.
Complete tables
covering all American tube types.

TODAY'S

to Air Corps
On Aug. 30 the radio trade will contribute another expert to the Armed
Forces. Kay Stotts, a widely known
engineer of Standard Kadio Parts Co.,
Dayton. Ohio, has received a commission in the Air Corps and will report
for duty on that date.

PROBLEMS

WERE SOLVED YEARS AGO!
No matter how many condenser types war restrictions may make
if impossible to supply... you're still in business as far as condenser replacements are concerned as long as you can continue
to get Sprague Atom Midget Drys, Sprague EL prong-base Eleclrolytics, and Sprague TC Paper Tubulars.
Long ago, Atoms proved that they were the truly universal
condensers—fust the thing to replace any cardboard or can-type
unit up to their rated values, and regardless of size. For higher
voltages and wet condenser replacements, use EL's. For all tubular by-pass needs, use Sprague TCs—the most famous units of
their kind in the history of Radio, and still the most dependable.
These three types enable you to handle practically any condenser replacement jobl

Faver Tires for
Hadio iffew
Although some servicemen arc cutting down on delivery services offered
to their customers, many have continued the practice and now it appears that they are faced with new
problems in getting tiros for their
trucks and cars.
On July 20 the Office of Price Administration announced a sharp revision of truck tiro rationing which
denicil new or recapped tires after
July 2$ to radio servicemen, dealers
and distributors. The order prohibits
allocation of tires to all privately operated trucks carrying radios, phonographs, musical instruments, toys,
novelties, and "other luxury goods."
Also denied any more tires are private carriers furnishing transportation for ineidenta! maintenance services, Including the repair of any
"portahic household effects." Interpretations so far are that this will
preclude tires for radio service, cars.

CONDENSER

-r".
iXtT-v,
0?^
1 \svrV—v

1 ..

Praclkally. all of Spraguo's greoHy enlarged facilities are devoted la
war work, have been for a long lime past, and wilt be unlil Victory
is won. Although present jobber stocks of the above condenser types
are largely complete. It is obvious thai further production for civilian
use mutt depend upon authorization from those In charge of the
allotment of manufacturing facilities and critical materials.

RADIO ENGINEERS
RADIO TECHNICIANS
WIREMEN
COIL WINDERS
ASSEMBLERS
An outslanding opporlunily for Radio Technicians. Wiremcn, Coil
Winders and Assemblers with experience on aircraft receivers, transmilters, and electronic equipment in an organizalion with large war
orders as well as po?l war plans. Plant located in the casl.
Write Dept. S, c/o Radio Rktaii.ing Today, giving full personal history, experience and present salary; personal interview will he arranged later. We do not desire applications from men in key defense
positions.
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RECORD

NEWS

Recorder Manufacturer's Victory Plans
^OCvfe

mmmrnlmm
I wISP 2/
mm.
ALLIANCE
"EVEN'SPEED"
PHONO'MOTORS
mm

mm
Ironing- out the engineiTing prohleins on the *var production program of the W UcoxCiiiy Corp, are C> M. AVilcox, president, and Paul Gay, secretary and vice president in
charge of engineering. Preliminary engineering work at this plant started months
before the emergency and WG oflieinls were thus able to speed conversion.

'Tc'S

EASY TO INSTALL...
Fit 95% of all makes
• The low cost and quick, easy
installation of "Even-Speed"
Motors make it more practical
and profitable to replace the
entire unit when trouble occurs
than to attempt what may prove
to be a difficult repair job. The
"Even-Speed" line of only four
phono-motors provides a unit for
95"% of all replacement requirements. Carry a few in stock for
every month will, bring a greater
demand for replacements.

ture such popular orchestras as Chico
Marx, Les Hite, Mai Hallett, Ray McKinley, Johnny "Scat" Davis, and
others. On the Elite records are Blue
Barron, Vincent Lopez, Clyde Lucas,
Bunny Berrigan, Jan Garber, Ina Ray
Hutton, and others. The Concertone
classical line includes both single records and albums of such favorites as
Strauss Waltzes, A Tschaikowsky Concert, Schubert's Fifth Symphony, etc.

Classic Records
Elects New Officers
The record industry this month took
notice of the incorporation of the Classic
Record Co., 2 W. 46th St, New York
City, makers of the Elite, Hit and Coneertone labels. Newly elected officers
are AI Middleman, president; Val Valerius, vice president and sales manager; and Eli E. Oberstein, secretary.
Mr. Valerius, who became well
known in the radio and music business
as vice president and business manager
of the Henderson Publications for the
past 22 years, only recently joined the
organization.
The Classic firm, which has specialized on a "Every Side a Hit" policy
on its Hit label, now has national distribution through more than, 60 jobbers
throughout the U. S. Recordings fea-

"The United Nations"
on a New Reeord
Special release from RCA Victor is
the Red Seal record "The United Nations" (On the March). The composer
is the much-discussed Russian artist
Shostakovich. Igor Gorin sings the
lyrics, while Charles O'Connell con-

f/Md

Each motor and turntable comes
xn an attractive carton for your
greater convenience.
Write today for complete information and lote prices on the "EvenSpeed" line of phono-motors.
Export Addmss:
377-379 E rend way, New York City, X. Y.
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ALLIANCE MFG. CO.
ALLIANCE, OHIO
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ducts the Victor Symphony orchestra.
This music is simple, strong and,
straightforward; it rolls along in a
stirring march style and the lyrics are
good. Reports are that the music is
chorused by Russian soldiers marching
into battle, and' Victor proudly announces that "we are the first to present it to the English speaking world."
Other side of the record has Sbaklovitov's Aria by Moussorgsky, also
sung in English by Mr. Goyin. The
Red Seal number is 11-8250.
jHusIi? Merchants to
Chicago Meeting
Big event for the members of the
National Association of Music Merchants is the annual meeting of NAMM
now in progress at the Palmer House,
Chicago, Music merchants from all
parts of the U. S, assembled Aug. 14
to make the meeting of special interest
by heading the discussions into wartime conditions confronting the industry.
Government officials to address the
music dealers on price ceilings, War
Production Board regulations, etc., are
Sam G. Rowland, chief, Musical Instrument and Piano Unit, Office of
Price Administration; and William C.
Mayfarth, chief, Musical Instrument
Unit of WPB.
Attracting the dealer guests on Aug.
15 Is the 13th Annual Chicago Music
Festival at Soldier's Field, featuring
prominent military musicians.
The annual Convention and Music
Trade Show had been cancelled by
NAMM, as a wartime economy move.
The meeting Aug. 14 was originally
scheduled for the Hotel Stevens, but
was switched to the Palmer House
when the Stevens was taken over by
the Armed Forces.
Imprints for
Needle Packages
A plan whereby dealers may now
have their names and addresses imprinted on packages of Recoton phonograph needles, has been announced by
Recoton Corp., 21-10 49th Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y. The idea is to encourage repeat sales, and to provide
dealers with individual advertising,
free.
Arrangements for the imprints may
be made by writing the firm direct.
Stafford District Manager
for Columbia Records
Jack Stafford, formerly with The
Eastern Co., Boston, has taken a sales
staff post with Columbia Recording
Corp. as district manager for the New
England territory, according to news
from Paul Southard, GRC sales manager. Mr. Stafford replaces Fred Cook,
now with CPA.

BUILD
CONFIDENCE
wiih Astatic
JUptaumenl Hods

Shortage of certain materials
makes it necessary that all
purchases of Astatic l*ickup
or Microphone Cartridges be
accompanied by old cartridges
or similar type.
•
See four Radio
Paris Jobber

Conservation of present radio, public address and phonograph equipment will bring constantly increasing demands for replacement parts
. . . replacements which can best
be made with Astatic's tried and
proven Microphones, Pickups, Cartridges and Recording Heads . . .
exact duplicates of those used by a
majority of leading manufacturers
in the original assembly.
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PRESTO

DISCS

NOW BETTTlR THAN

Contrary to rumors, there is no
scarcity of first grade Presto Recording Blanks. No priority rating
is required to purchase them. All
orders are being shipped the day
they are received.
Changes in certain coating ingredients due to war conditions
have actually improved their cutting qualities. The thread throws
more cleanly away from the needle.
The coating is consistently smooth,
entirely free of "hard spots." The
surface noise is well below audibility. Prices remain the same.
Don't neglect the profit possibilities in commercial recording discs

EVER

.. . one of the few lines still free for
civilian use. Look over your stock today. Suggest to your disc customers,
radio stations, and schools, that they
order for the coming fall business.
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Price Ceiling Afljusiiiient
Rulings Extended
Two temporary regulations issued
by the Office of Price Administration,
which outline the procedure for dealers
and servicemen to use in adjusting abnormal maximum prices, will be in
force a month longer, according to announcements from Washington. The
life of the two rulings has been extended from Aug. 1 to Sept. 1, to give
OPA more time for drafting permanent
regulations covering adjustment cases.
Temporary procedural regulations
Numbers 2 and 5 are the ones involved
in the extension. No. 5 provides for
the method for adjustment of ceiling
prices set by Maximum Price Regulation No. 165, which governs "consumer
services." No. 2 provides for adjustment methods of out-oMiue ceiling
prices set by the Genera! Maximum
Ihice Regulation.
More Firms
Join RMA Rosier
As the war time services and activities of the Radio Manufacturers Association are greatly expanded, membership of the organization steadily increases. Newest additions to RMA include Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., with factories in Pittsburgh, Baltimore and Bloomfield, N. J.; Remington
Rand, Inc. (Electronic Division), of
New York and Middletown, Conn.; Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc.,
Long Island City, N. Y.; and Technical Radio, Inc., San Francisco.
The current wartime concern of
RMA is the standardization of military
radio equipment, and a new program
for the transmitting apparatus field.
Radio Clam Rako
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trouble-free service^

Send for FREE Ohmlfe tjf
Stock-Unit Catalog -;j'A
No. 18. Very handy
for quick reference.
The extras built into Ohmite Resistance Units make them electrically and physically fit for the
toughest service. Ohmite units,
for instance, were on the planes
that bombed Tokyo. They're
widely used in ships and tanks,
too —in communications and
electronic equipment — in research and production—in training centers and industrial plants.
It's well worth remembering,
when you build original equipment or make vital replacements—today and tomorrow.

Send 10c Jor handy Ohmite Ohm's
Law Calculator. Helps you figure
ohms, watts, volts, amperes—quickly,
easily.
OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4372 Flournoy Street, Cfiicogo, U. S. A.
—
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57 sirie ST.nEUjnRK.n.J.
40

Two guvstH nre shown here at the annual "Yow Chow" picnic event, foe Iowa
servicemen, near Oes >1 (tines. They are
l.eonnrd Tesdel, left, of Iowa Itailio
Corp., and .lack Ileinmann, mnimfneturers' ren. I.oeal johhers cooperated
with servicemen to make the affair a
notahle success.
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Listening Posts to hicli
Submarine Menace
Benjamin F. iliessner, famous radio
inventor, who has collected more than
a million dollars in royalties from his
many radio patents, now offers Uncle
Sam a detection plan for suhmarines,
as a means of guarding our coasts.
M r. Miessners scheme would put
"listening posts for subs" all along the
coast. Small d to 10-vvatt radio transmitters would be sealed in buoys, to
be anchored every few miles along the
coastwise shipping lanes. Mounted in
each buoy would be a submerged
mierophono adapted for picking up
submarine sounds. With this underwater mike modulating the radio
transmitter, sounds of any submarine
venturing into the vicinity, could be
picked up by directional shore receivers, or receiving sets on nearby patrolling aircraft and ships. In this way,
local "radio ears" scattered all along
the coast would bo provided for the
anti-submarine forces, which could
tune in one buoy position after another, listening carefully to any
suspicious sounds.
Directional underwater mikes would
be rotated continuously, with reference to a compass signal indicating
position, so that direction of "sub"
sound could be determined.
Wave'Action Power
Mr. Miessners plan further contemplates an air-compressor chamber
in each buoy producing pressure fluctuations by wave action, as in the ease
of whistling buoys. These pressure
variations would be used to operate an
air motor for driving a generator to
recharge the storage batteries supplying* the radio transmitter power.
"Submarine activity near any one
of these radio buoys along the shipping lanes would immediately be
hoard and the location approximately
determined according to the location
of the buoy transmitting the loudest
sounds. The whole problem is not a
difficult, one," says Mr. Miessner, "and
the buoy transmitters used need not
cost more than $100 or so apiece. A
few hundred of them along the Atlantic Coast should afford a great deal
of protection because submarine activity along the ship lanes would immediately be heard."
Mr. Miessner now has his private,
laboratory at Morristown, N. J.

"Brim/ and Tafce" Service
Clichs
When G. L. Winstead of the Jackson Electric Service and Sales Co.,
Nashville, Tenn., discovered there was
ample room in town for featuring oneday service on radios, he called it the
"Bring and Take" service. He pointed
out customers could save one dollar
by not paying for "call and delivery"
service.
He featured this new curb service
in newspaper advertising and through
printed circulars, with the following
copy: "Just bring it to town, drive by
our store, blow your horn three times,
and we will be right out. When you
get ready to go home, come by and we
will bring your repaired radio to your
car. No parking worries, speedy service, reasonable prices."

AiUUMMCiWf
AUTOMATIC

Drop-in Traffic
Gets Started
Thus frequently a man on the way
to the office, or a woman coming in
town on a shopping expedition,
brought in the radio and called for it
on the way home.
"We have had many compliments
paid us on our one-day radio repair
work which is steadily growing in
popularity as one person tells another," Winstead explained. "It is
surprising how many seek to save that
extra dollar service charge."
Wartime Book Display

wm

JV'ew di.sp]:iy for CMrardi books, for
Jobbers stoeklns Radio
Teclmival
Publishing Co. -volumes. It has ■timely
theme, lively colors, convenience featurcs.
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WAX-COATING
OF SMALL PARTS!
With this new Dipping,
Impregnating and Centrifuging
Machine
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incredible economy
Extreme simplicity
Elimination of waste
Faster production
Finest mechanical design
Wholly or Semi-automatic
Pilot light and instrument control of wax and air temperalures; and electrical and mechanical operations.
• Absolute coating of surfaces,
punch-holes, thin edges, etc.
For the moisture-proofing of small parts,
delicate or rugged, at high speed and
without breakage—to insure operation
and stability under all conditions of
dampness or moisture, in the stratosphere or on the ground—this machine
has been developed in conjunction with
one of the largest government contractors making airplane radio parts and
equipment.
Whether it be hot-waxing of mica, plastic or porcelain radio parts, enameling or
hot tin dipping, we can furnish you with
apparatus designed and developed to do
each in the quickest and most economical manner.
Machines now may be purchased by
government contractors or high priorityrated concerns.
Manufacturers who prefer may lease machines or have their product coated by
us on an economical contract basis.
Wire or write for full details
PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING CORP.
CLIFTON
NEW JERSEY
41

Victory Rally
at IVatlonal Uuioii
A big production rally and Inspection tour was staged Aug. 6 at the
National Union Radio factories In
Newark, N. J., with Army and Navy
officials on hand to share the spotlight
with famous heroes of the war. National Union execs, and Union representatives.
Master of ceremonies was the NU
president, S. W. Muldowny, who introduced the military and radio celebrities, along with Mayor Vincent J.
Murphy of Newark. War Bond and
Stamp prizes were awarded to employee winners in the NU slogan contests and idea competitions. Mr. Muldowny presented a service flag award
to Elmer Chamberlain who accepted it
for the employees.

X3LR^J

• Sold by the hundreds of thousands, true, but each and every
Aerovox paper tubular is individually tested. Please remember that. Also, constant refinement has resulted in a highquality product regardless of
low cost. And now these quality
paper condensers are dressed in
sparkling yellow, black and red
varnished-paper jackets. They
look as good as they really are.
You'll like them.

\ Type ^r to t-0

1 Typc
\
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Third Plant for
Cornell-Diihilier
A new plant at Providence, R. I., has
been started by Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., capacitor manufacturers.
South Plainfield, N, J., and New Bedford, Mass.
The new factory will process raw
materials for the older Cornell-Dubilier
plants, and will use from 800 to 1,000
employees. The CD total personnel
will then be over the 3,000 mark.
Major Kamln Reports
V. A. Kamin, who has been manager
of the radio department, dealer and
stores division of the Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co., Inc., Akron, Ohio, left
for Washington, August 1, to become
a Major in the Office of the Chief Signal Officer—Signal Corps, U. S. Army.
Mr. Kamin has taken leave-of-absence
from Goodyear for the duration of the

Display in Plastic

| jpd- I
1684^0° v.

osmtdA

• Ask Our Jobber. . .
He'll gladly show you and supply you with
these paper tubulars. Ask for latest catalog.
Also FREE subscription to the monthly
Aerovox Research Worker. Or write direct.

HtW^EOFORrMftSS^^^
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New type permanent plastic fllsplay
now conies from Ken-Rnd Tube «& Lamp
Corp., Owensboro, Ky. It's In fnll color,
3 ft. blgli, and is part of "Ken-Rnd on
Parade" progrram-

Jlr-LUrs

Telis How To
Cut Holes In
Radio Chassis
Get the facts about
Ml
the handy Greenlee
Radio Punch in this
new folder. Tells
how to save hours when cutting holes
for sockets, plugs, connectors, etc.,
in radio chassis. No tedious drilling, reaming or filing is necessary.
A cap screw is inserted in a small
drilled hole, and the punch is easily
forced into the die by a few turns
of the screw with an ordinary
wrench.- Ten punches are available
for cutting .14, 78, I, 1 '8, I?;<■!»
114, I a*, Wt, and 2!.4-inch holes.
Write today for your copy of the new
Greenlee S-ll? Radio Punch Folder.
GREENLEETOOL CO
1908 Columbia Avo., ROCKFORD, ILL.

REFLEX
SPEAKERS
are the accepted
STANDARD
FOR
UNCLE SAM
Only Reflex Speakers
have the high efficiency
vital for war use.
Only Reflex Speakers
have the super acoustic
output required for difficult war conditions.
Only Reflex Speakers
have the waterproof
characteristic so necessary for war use 24
hours a day in al! types
of weather.
Only in Reflex Speakers
are found the years of
acoustic engineering experience now at the service of UKCLE SAM
in the All Out War Effort.
Send your special war
problem direct to the
engineering department.
UNIVERSITY LABS.. 225 VARICK ST.. NYC
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Let's Cooperate!

J

Iiow pass, high
pass, band pass
or band rejection
types of the size,
weight and characteristics to serve your purpose. Discuss your
filter problem with experienced Thordarson engineers.
Write to us tor Special Intormation on Filters
iija"

lORDAKSON
ELECTRIC MfO. COMPANY
wo WEST HURON STReer
7'V" CHICAGO ILL.
Lurry E. Gubli. <he I'hllco Corp. execn<ivc, Is now nctive in Uningr •'!» tl'e rn«Ilo industry in the scrap salvage proBrnm of the American Industries Saivnfce Committee. All radio men are
urjced to help in this drive by the Conservation Division of the War Production Board.
"Sylvamla Electric
Prodaets" Is the IVcw Name
Hygrade Sylvanla Corp. will now be
known as "Sylvania Electric Products
Inc." following a change in name
voted July 30 by stockholders. Sylvania, with eight plants in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, is listed as
second largest manufacturer of radio
tubes, third largest maker of incandescent lamps, and one of the three
largest producers in the fluorescent
lighting field.
Executive vice president Walter E.
Poor said that "products and policies
remain the same . . . and the 'modernized' name will help prepare the
company for an even larger role in
post-war electronics and lighting industries." The company's operating
divisions have used separate brand
names—Sylvania tubes, Hygrade lamps,
and Miralume fluorescent units—and
it was pointed out that the over-all
activities of the firm were relatively
unknown to the public. Under the
new plan, all products of the company
will eventually be issued under the
Sylvania name.
Many new developments in the electronics field are among the big jobs
now being done by Sylvania for the
military services. The firm reported
net sales for the first 6 months of this
year as 114,540,010, compared with
?8,992,878 for the same period last
year.

☆ RIGHT Band
He/ecfion

f-f
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1 ABOVE low Pass Filler
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SOUND
SYSTEMS

• Erwood Sound Systems are giving
eloquent evidence of the part played
by efficient sound equipment in producing for war and m war itself.
In hundreds of ways Erwood equipment is so valuable to the victory program that it has been made available
to priority rated concerns.
Our complete catalog, showing systems
from 8 to 75 watts, will be helpful to jobbers and dealers selling this lively market.
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PM Dynamic & Electro-

PERMto,FLUX Dynamic 3" to 12"
Even though our factory is busy on Many jobbers arc ordering for curwar work, we can still make prompt rent needs and reserve stock. Sizes
shipment of our new and improved and types for all sets, intercomline of replacement speakers with- munication and sound equipment.
out afTccting our war production. Write today,
pERM-O-FLUX CORPORATION, 49t6 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Pioneer Manujaclurers of P.M. Dynamic Reproducers
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Service Problems Are Different Now

Piiileo Honored by
Army-Navy Award
"This is to inform you that the Army
and Navy are conferring upon your organization the Army-Navy Production
Award for high achievement in the
production of war equipment."
Thus begins the letter written by the
Hon. Robert P. Patterson, Under Secretary of "War, to James T, Buckley,
president of the Philco Corp., giving
the new award to the Philadelphia
concern. The formal presentation will
be made to Philco next month.
Mr. Patterson complimented the Philco organization on its patriotism and
cited the "remarkable production record" of the firm. The company is now
100 per cent converted to war work and
is producing communications eqxupment for tanks and planes as well as
shells, fuses, and heavy-duty storage
batteries.

"Wartime Pro l» I ems In Itadio Servicing:" as oiidined I»y Frank Lan^sstroth. cnmtnerelnl engineer f«r Sylvania Eleotrle Frodnets Ine., attraeted
these servicemen at .Si>ok:ine, Wash., meeting. The huddle was sponsored
by Morris Willis, local distributor for Sylvama tubes.
,
Want to Learn Code?
A special 48-page booklet on "Learning the Radiotelegraph Code" has
been issued by the American Radio
Relay League, Inc., West Hartford,
Conn., arranged to fill the needs of
wartime code students. Its system of
code-learning is based on sound con-

ception, and its six sections on Learning the Code, Learning to Send, HighSpeed Operation, Operating on the
Air, Code Practice and Class Instruction are particularly helpful for home
study. The author is John Huntoon,
a star operator himself. The price
is 25 cents.

Miir|>hy Works from
Clarostat Headquarters
Prank Murphy, the Chicago representative for Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., has been transferred
to Brooklyn headquarters and is now
covering his Chicago territory from
there. He will continue to contact his
accounts personally, but is also needed
at headquarters to help out with wartime production problems there.

To industries converting to war production
where the use of magnet wire and coils
is important...

NOBUTT-SPARKS INDUSTRIES, INC, COLUMBUS, INDDIANA
Before and After the War Manufacturers of Arvv/n..
HOME AND CAR RADIOS • HOT WATER CAR HEATERS
METAL FURNITURE • BATHROOM ELECTRIC HEATERSS 3||||s

..TO
WANTED
Three Anaconda wills have unfilled capacity
on magnet wire and coils., for war work
WRITE US IMM EDIATELY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
ANA^NDA
WIRE CHICAGO
& CABLE0FFICE;20N.WackerDri«a,
COMPANY. GENERAL Subsidiary
OFFICES:
wa.., Jf—r1 25 Bioadway, NewYork.
of Anaconda Copptr Mining Company.Safes Offices in Principal Cities.
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CASH

Any reasonable quantifies and any makes,
of good small radio receivers and/or combination radios and phonograph record
players, for EXPORT PURPOSES ONLY.
Communicate at once with:
Harry J.

ANACONUA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY

FOR

BUY

Scheel, Exporter

2654 W. Morse Ave.

Chicago/ Hi.
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★ In servicing P-A and theatre sound installations, don't overlook that wide selection of
Sound-system controls offered by Clarostat,
The wire-wound T-pad constant-impedance
series CIT-58 control here shown is typical.
Also L-pads. mixers, faders. constant-impedance attenuators, etc. All are included in
the Clarostat COMPLETE line of controls.
★ Likewise in servicing radio receivers, don't
forget those Clarostat replacement controls,
plog-in tube-type resistors, voltage-dropping,
power cords, etc.
★ Ask your local Clarostat jobber about these
aids to your servicing.
T
AROS7*
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*

Zenith Starts Nationwide
Radio Promotion
Announoefl by Zenith Radio Corp. is
a big schedule of national ads to run
in 25 of the major "general, class farm,
and women's magazines" from now until May, 31)43. The ads will headline
the idea, "1917 war run by telephone—
1942 war run by radio" and are designed "to keep the Zenith name before the public in the combined interests of Zenith dealers, distributors and
the corporation."
The Zenith vice president J. J. Nance
said that the ads will emphasize the
concentration of the firm's efforts in
both war and peace on the manufacture of radio and electronic products
only, with no distracting wartime diversification on unrelated products.
The ads will also deal with the importance of radio after the war, and
will emphasize the service offered by
Zenith dealers today.
Aiilouuilic Wax Coating;'
for Radio Parts
A new machine which is designed to
help out with the wartime need for
more reliability and stability in radio
parts has been introduced by Production Engineering Corp., Clifton, N. J.
The unit has an impregnating, dipping
action providing automatic wax coating of small parts. It Is said to deliver
a high-speed, but safe and moisture
proof job on all types of items to be
coated.
For those who prefer it, the firm has
a plan whereby the machines may be
leased temporarily. Or, Quantities of
parts may be sent to headquarters for
coating.

PAPER CAPACITORS

Solar experience plays a vital
parfgln the production of completely dependable paper capacitors for the Armed Service
Branches of our Government
Consult' Sbldr for .prompt solu
tipn of your capacitor problems
« CATALOG 12-C
ovoi/oble onYfaHerhead request ....

MFG. CORP. BAYONNE, N. J.
MICA«ELECTROLYTIC-PAPER
CAPACIT O R S

RADIO TESTERS
Only testers with transmitter and
receiver experience considered.

Gamlncj,
MECHANICAL
ASSEMBLERS
Soon!

WIREMEN
Transmitter receiver experience
required,
TOOL ROOM WORKERS
All types skilled craftsmen desired.

ELECTRO N IIC
IINIO'U'SiT'RIli ESi

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
with background of either vacuum
tubes or television or communications.

tyo*.
All

who

produce
erate

WILL CONSIDER
RECENT GRADUATES

design,
or

op-

electronic

equipment.

Here Is the unit ivliieh glv«-s Kiimll
riidio parts n rapiri >vn.v-eonting.
IVeeillc Proniotloii
Currently helping retailers of Recoton Phoneedles is a series of national
ads run by Recoton, featuring endorsements by Jimmy Dorsey, Oonnee Boswell, Jane Pickens, etc.
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U.S. Citizens. Apply
INTERNATIONAL
TELEPHONE & RADIO MFG. CO.
1000 Passaic Ave. E. Newark, N. J.
Those now employed on war work
will not be considered.
45

Your complete

New

HOME-STUDY COURSE
in sending and receiving
RAD'O

CODE

Booklets

Olimite Mfg. Co. lias published a new
stock catalog No. 18, of rheostats and
resistors, for radio, televisioa, sound,
electronic and industrial uses. Ohmite
Mfg. Co., 4835 Flournoy St., Chicago,
III.

BUY WAR
SAVINGS
BONDS &
STAMPS

New J. "W. Miller catalog. No. 42,
containing specifications, illustrations
and circuit diagrams of radio interference filters and coils and allied products, is available free of charge. J. W.
Miller Co., 5917 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif,

• a textbookN.
tyye systematic
treatment of radio
• 'with all necessary in-^^
sfructions nnil practice material
• presenting: PROFESSIONAL sending
and receiving, the way It Is tuu^lit
in leading' radio schools.
Use it to learn code from the very beginning—to raise your speed to highest professional requirements—to master this important and Letter-paying skill in the most convenient and inexpensive way, by home study.
Arfhar R. Nilson's
RADIO CORE MANUAL
Price/ only $2.00
Here is a complete course in radio codehow to send it and how to read it—in practical form for self-study or classroom use.
Gives 20 lessons, beginning with simplest
code characters and leading up to the handling of actual messages and press dispatches,
weather reports, and distress messages.
It shows you:
—how to make your own practice apparatus
—how to fix the code characters in your mind
—how to practice them for quickest progress
—how to develop sending and receiving speed
—-how to get past the "plateau of slow
learning"
—how to handle messages
—how to judge your rate of Improvement
The 20 lessons are a carefully worked out,
progressive series, very similar to courses offered in Navy, Signal Corps, and other radio
schools. Each lesson contains instructions
and pointers and ample practice material. Besides this direct drill in code, the book also
gives you, in 7 other chapters, a great deal
of helpful information on training yourself
in the code and on becoming a good operator
generally.
• good for pre-examination practice
• includes a chapter on organizing
and running a radio code class
10 DAYS'
i
1
SEND THIS
FREE TRIAL
COUPON
J McGraw-Hifl Book Co., 330 W. 42ii!) St., N. Y. C. |
Send me Nilsen-Radio Code Manual for 10 days' •
t
I examination on approval. In 10 days I will send you :
. $2.00 plus few cents postage or relurr! book postpaid. '
(We pay postage on orders accompanied by remit- I
' lance.)
■
City and State..
( Position
I Company
I-46
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We are now supplying the Army
and Navy contr actors with
POLYMET Condensers, Uncle
Sam comes first
with us. However,
expansion of our
facilities enables
us to fill regular
requirements with
very little delay.

Emby Products Co., 1800 W. Pico
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif., has just
issued a bulletin which comprises technical data and electrical characteristics
of the blocking layer photo-electric
cells. Price list is also enclosed.
The Palnut Co., Irvington, N. J., has
announced publication of a Manual No.
2, 12 pages, explaining and illustrating
design, locking principle, advantages
and applications of various types and
sizes of self-locking Palnuts.
An unusual and interesting booklet
"Long Live Your Microphone" tells in
story and pictures how to get the best
service from your mike and gives helpful hints on the use and care of crystal,
dynamic and carbon mikes. Free of
charge. Write for Bulletin 173(1 at
Shure Bros., 215 West Huron St., Chicago, III.
"This is war" is the keynote of the
new 1942 Aerovox catalog just off the
press. It lists essential condensers, resistors and test instruments in popular
demand and still produced, stocked and
available for delivery. It also includes
several pages of motor-starting replacement capacitor listings for refrigerator
maintenance. Aerovox Corp., New Bedford, Mass., will supply a copy of this
catalog.

POLYMET
CONDENSER CO.
699 E. 135th St.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

XadtUe

A new Solar Paper Capacitor catalogue, with an elaborate section devoted to oil-Impregnated and oil-filled
paper capacitors in metal tubes is nowready. Copy of this 4S-page catalogue
may be had by writing on your letterhead direct to Solar Mfg. Corp., 586
Avenue A, Bayonne, N. J.
New RCP instruments for laboratory
and production use are described and
illustrated in a new folder No. 126.
Requests for copies should be addressed
to Engineering Dept. Radio City Products Co., 127 W. 26th St., New York,
N. Y.
A new catalog from the Elastic Stop
Nut Corp., Union, N. J., announcing
reduction in prices of about 415 items
in the stop-nut line, gives both old and
new prices, which went into effect
July 1. 1942.

VOLTOHM^IUIAmrtK
Pocket Vott - Ohm - Milliammeter with Selector
Switch Molded Case. . . , Pretision 3-Inch Meter
with 2 Genuine Sapphire Jewel Bearings. AC
and DC Volts 0-15-150-750-1500; DC MA.
0-1.15-15-150; Hiflh and Low Ohm Scales . . .
Dealer Nat Price, including all accessories, $10.89
MODEL 738 . . - DC Pocket Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter. Dealer Net Price
$8.25
WRITE FOR CATALOG
SECTION 1120
COM ECE DRIVP
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WARTIME PARTS SEPPEY
(Continued from page 22)
tiee when events occur to jeopardize
the interests of the radio parts distributor,
F. To act as a clearing house for
the exchange of ideas, plans, and information of value to all distributors.
G. And last hut not least, to insist
that every Government Regulation
affecting our business is Intelligently
Drawn and Equitably Administered.
Industry Action on Supply
of Radio Parts
An allocation order from the War
Production Board, providing materials for the future production program
of radio replacement parts, is expected
to be developed in Washington following the meeting Aug. 13 of the "Eadio Replacement Parts Industry Advisory Committee." Data and recommendations on parts requirements for
civilian use during the next 12 months
have been requested of the committee
by WPB officials.
Appointments- to the Parts Industry Advisory Committee were announced July 18, following an organization meeting on July 13. The government presiding officer is Chief
Frank H. Mclntosh of the WPB Radio Section, Communications Branch,
and the personnel is as follows:
James P. Quam, Quam-Nichols
Co.; T. A. White, Jensen Radio Mfg.
Co.; Ray F. Sparrow, P. R. Mallory
& Co.; Octave Blake, Coruell-Dubilier
Electric Corp.; I. A. Mitchell, United
Transformer Corp.; Victor Mucher,
Glarostat Mfg. Co.; Ernest Searing,
International Resistance Co.; J. J.
Kahn, Standard Transformer Corp.;
R. C. Sprague, Sprague Specialties
Co.; F. R. Hopkins, Girard-Hopkins
Co.; F. P. Kenyon, Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc.; W. M. Eohring, Continental Carbon, Inc., and Edwin I.
Guthman, E. I. Guthman & Co., Inc.
Developing a similar program for
transmitting tubes is the WPB
''Transmitting Tube Industry Advisory Committee" which includes
nine of the leading executives in this
field.
AleTKandcr Honored
Louis Alexander, veteran condenser
salesman of Aerovox Corp., has been
honored by the Radio Club of America
via his recent election as a Fellow of
the Club. Mr. Alexander has been busy
at condenser sales since the first days,
of capacitor manufacture and has sold
hundreds of millions of units.
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WAY TO REPLACE
BRLLRSTS
WRITE FOR ntFLACmtHl CHART
Amperite (o. 541 HOAOWAT: KIW fO*K, M. t.

Jgvktvtthm FEATURES ift
LITTELFUSES
^90'TWI5T IN fUMENT
GOOSENECK FEATUHI
• These are LITTELFUSE FACTORS
-—not "equivalents." It is the LITTELFUSE Twisted Element that protects
against severe vibration—the LITTELFUSE Locked
Cap Assembly
' .iyy|y
that holds caps
firmly under
Underwriters Approved
...
Littelfuse
all„ conditions
—-the LITTELFUSE Gooseneck that
takes up contraction and expansion.
• Mechanical Strength, Fatigue Resistance, and Long Vibration Life are
LITTELFUSE qualities accounted for
by its scientific
nv
structure.
It will pay you s Catalo
in Jamihanze Extractor
"
0 forandLittelfuse
10
Posts
mountin s for e
yourself on the
fl
e»
"'W
ry requirement.
requirement,
details of difference among fuses. Send
for the complete Littelfuse Catalog,
listing fuses and mountings for every
instrument sendee.
LITTELFUSE USC.
4791 Ravenswood Ave. Chicago, III.
26! Ong St., El Monte (Los Angeles Suburb! Cal.

TO EXECUli JVES
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duWwf The Treasury's decision
JfJsM to increase the limitations
Js^esi on the F and G Bonds
resulted from numerous
requests by purchasers who asked the
opportunity to put more money into
the war program.
This is not a new Bond issue
and not a new series of War Bonds;
Thousands of individuals, corporations, labor unions," and other organizations have this year already purchased $50,000 of Series F and G
Bonds, the old limit. Under the new
regulations, however, these Bond
holders will be permitted to make
additional purchases of $50,000 in
the remaining months of the year.
The new limitation on holdings of
$100,000 in any one calendar year in
either Series F or G, or in both series
combined, is on the cost price, not on
the maturity value.

Series F and G Bonds are intended
primarily for larger investors and may
be registered in the names of fiduciaries, corporations, labor unions and
other groups, as well as in the names
of individuals.
The Series F Bond is a 12-year
appreciation Bond, issued on a discount basis at 74 percent of maturity
value. If held to maturity, 12 years
from the date of issue, the Bond draws
interest equivalent to 2.53 percent a
year; computed on the purchase price,
compounded semiannually.
The Series G Bond is a 12-year current income Bond issued at par, and
draws interest of 2.5 percent a year,
paid semiannually by Treasury check.
Don't delay—your "fighting dollars"
are needed notv. Your bank or post
office has full details.

Save With , . ►

War Savings

Bonds

This space is a coiilrihudon to America's All-Out War Program by Radio Retailiug-Toclay
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• ProlmRy no tool applied to indnsir.v haa Tound suoli a diversity ami
(uuuber of uses as lias the electronic
tuIn.*. It is employed to speed up produet ion, to snfegimrd workers, to proteet'agjuust sabotage, to refine measnrt'iucJils, and to atTord amazing
>cii«it.iviiy of Control.
How wide are the 1912 ramilicalions
.if the clcolroiiie imlustries and how
ihey rcacii into many fields of human
activities is strikingly shown by the
large -t-page "Flow-t'liart of the Klecl run to linliistnes" which occupies the
eenlral section of this Part IT. Kuw
materials, parts ami componenis: electronic devices; how they are distrihuted: ami the purposes for which
they are used, are all shown in this
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remarkable chart for the first time,
-Meanwhile on lids ami the last page
of Fart 11, wo describe sumo of lite
new elect runic applications to American industry and the war elfort.
Shoi't'Wnve Wrying of Tofxieco
Tobacco in casks is now being
rapidly dried without excessive lieating of the tobacco leaves, by a new
ultra short-wave process developed by
the Oirdler Corporation. Louisville.
K'y. Formerly the tobacco casks required a long time to dry out. But
with ihc new short-wave process any
moisture in the folmcco is rapidly
heated by the electric currents induced
in tin; moist matenal. Of course as
soon as the moisture evaporates, no

'l'i» <.■ iiit I,I<■ iii<))i<ttr}' tu stinly
.»uili>ii«iu'e» jiikI tlif Kniiti-sinicluri: of atii'talM.
Dr. V. K. Ziioryklo of UCA triKlill lia.t now itt'VVlo|»«'»I n "soo mil ok" electron
microMcope,
C-.v

further conductivity is provided ami
so, heating stops. The short-wave
process is thus foolproof in aipplioalion, since excessive exposure of the
tobacco to short-wave bombarding can
do no iajury or pro<luec no heating
after the moisture has been expelled.
Cemi'titiiift I'lywood hy 11F
Patents of the aI>ovc company (formerly the Thermal Kngincoriug Corpuratiou of Uichmond. Va.). are now
being applied on a large scale for the
cementing of plywood. The plastic
polymer cements used are clectrically
<'oiiduclive, ami when such plywood
assemblies arc introduced into a highfrcquoncy field, the currents induced
in the plastic cement heat and "set"
I his cement, without applying excessive heat to the wood sheets themselves. Such plastic cement, once
"set," Is impervious to water and produces a Uom I even stronger than the
wood itself. Such plywood is proof
against failure from the usual trouble
of moisture softening Ihc glueVeitecrs that /Ire
Crack'P roof
The 11 c w ply wood -1, rc: 11, in g a p pa r a M h
applies up to a ihomsiml kilowatts of
radio energy of a friqin-ney not far
from the bvoadcasl barn I tbnt eompleloly siiiclded so that no stray field
can leak out to dishirb broadcast
listeners). Plywood sln-ets up In 8 by
10 ft, can be tl'eateil.
{Conlimird rm Ins I
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ENGINEERING AND

Manufocturers of
RAW
MATERIALS
ACOUSTIC
CARBON PRODUCTS
CEMENTS
CERAMICS
CHEMICALS
COMPOUNDS
CORES, SHEETS, POWDER
DIELECTRIC
FABRICS
FELT
FIBRE
FINISHES
FLUXES & PASTES
GASES
GLASS
INSULATIONELECTRIC
ACOUSTIC
HEAT
LIQUIDS & OILS
METALSALUMINUM
BRASS
BRONZE
COPPER
IRON
LEAD
MAGNESIUM
MOLYBDENUM
NICKEL
PALLADIUM
PLATINUM
SILVER
SPECIAL ALLOYS
STEEL
TANTALUM
TIN
TUNGSTEN
ZINC

THE

MIXERS, INPUT
MOTORS, PHONO
MOTORS. TUNING
NEEDLES & STYLI
OSCILLATORS
PICKUPS
PLUGS
POTENTIOMETERS
POWER PLANTS
POWER SUPPLIES
RACKS & PANELS
RECORDS
RECORD CHANGERS
RECTIFIERS
RELAYS
REMOTE CONTROLS
RESISTORS
RHEOSTATS
SHAFTS
SHIELDS & SHIELDING
SOCKETS
SPEAKERS & PARTS
SPRINGS
STAMPINGS
STORE EQUIPMENT
SWITCHES & JACKS
TERMINAL STRIPS
TIME SWITCHES
TOOLS, BENCH
TOWERS & SUPPORTS
TRANSFORMERS
TUBESBALLAST
CATHODE RAY
ELECTRIC EYE
HEARING AID
PHOTO-ELECTRIC
RECEIVING
RECTIFIER

ELECT

OPERATION

MANUFACTURING

Manufacfurers of
PARTS. TUBES, ACCESSORIES
AND EQUIPMENT
ADAPTERS
AMPLIFIERS
ANTENNAS
ATTENUATORS
BAFFLES
BATTERIES
BLANKS, DISC
CABINETS
CAPACITORS
CASTINGS
CHARGERS
CHASSIS
CHASSIS HOLDERS
CHOKES
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
COAXIAL CABLE
COIL FORMS
COILS & ASSEMBLIES
CONNECTORS
CONTROLSREMOTE
TONE
TUNING
VOLUME
CONVERTERS
CORD
CORES, IRON
COUPLINGS
CRYSTALS
CUTTING HEADS
DIAL BELTS
DIALS & KNOBS
ELIMINATORS, BAT.
ESCUTCHEONS
FILTERS. LINE
FLEXIBLE SHAFTING
GAS ENGINES
GENERATORS. D.C.

GREAT

Manufacturers of
SETS. TRANSMITTERS and
other ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT for
INDUSTRIAL CONCERNS
COMMUNICATIONS
BROADCAST STATIONS
GOVERNMENT SERVICES
AIRCRAFT & AIRPORTS
POLICE DEPARTMENTS
MARINE & COMPASS STATIONS
PRESS SERVICES
TELETYPE
FACSIMILE
TELEVISION
COLLEGES & OTHER TRAINING
ORGANIZATIONS
HOSPITALS
MUNICIPALITIES
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT &
TESTING LABORATORIES
MISC. ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY
APPLICATIONS
Manufacturers of
PHONOGRAPHS
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
PHONOGRAPHS & PLAYERS
PHONO-OSCILLATORS
RECORDERS
TRANSCRIPTION MACHINES
CABINETS & ALBUMS
Manufacturers of
SOUND EQUIPMENT
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AND

MAINTENANCE

INDUSTRIAL and COMMERCIAL
USERS of ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
ADHESIVES
ALARMS. MISC.
ANTI-SABOTAGE
BACTERIOLOGY
BLACKOUT EQUIPMENT
CARDIOGRAPHY
CHEMICALS
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
COLOR MATCHING
COMBUSTION
COUNTING
CUTTING
DENSITOMETRY
DETECTION
DETONATION
DOOR OPENING
DRYING
ELEVATOR LEVELING
ENCEPHALOGRAPHY
ENGINE TEST INSTR.
FENCE, ELECTRIC
FIRE & FURNACE
FISH MIGRATION
FOOD PRESERVATION
GEOPHYSICS
GRADING
HEATING. INDUCTION
HEATING, PREMISES
HEAT TREATING
HUMIDITY
INSPECTION

LIGHTING
MEASURING
METAL ANALYSIS
METAL SURFACING
MICROSCOPY
MINING
MOTORS & GEN.
LIMIT SWITCHES
LOCATORS
PACKAGING
PHOTO PROCESS
PLASTIC HEAT
SAFETY
SELECTING
SIGNALLING
SIGN FLASHING
SORTING
SPECTROSCOPY
SYNCHRONIZING
THEATER EQUIPMENT
THERAPY
THICKNESS
TIMING
TRAFFIC
TURBIDITY
VIBRATION
WARNING. AIR RAID
WEIGHING
WELDING
WRAPPING
X-RAY

SOUND in INDUSTRY
INTERCOMMUNICATING
PUBLIC ADDRESS
PAGING & CALLING
MUSIC FOR WORKERS
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FOR the benefit of our readers, this
chart visualizes the
wartime
growth and relationship of the electronic industries — and the still
greater growth that is certain to
come when the manufacturers again
are able to develop new products
made possible by the electron tube.
At the left are the engineering and
manufacturing operations, including
the intra-industry marketing that
takes place between manufacturers
themselves. These manufacturers also
sell to users of electronic equipment,
either direct or through distribution
channels.
And at the right ore the wellknown factors in radio distribution,—
the parts jobbers, the dealers and
servicemen, the various radio specialists, the "hams" and finally the vast
market of 30,500,000 radio homes
containing some 59 million radio sets
in use.
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THE 6UYINGVPUBLIC
Showing Each State's Percentage
of Total U. S. Radios in Use
RETAIL
OUTLETS

Sales and Service

WHOLESALING
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N. Y. 1.9
Po.
8.3
111.
7.0
Calif. 6.5
Ohio 6.2
Mich. 4.2
Mass. 4.0
Tex. 3.9
N. J. 3.9
Mo. 3.2
Ind. 3.0
Wis. 2.3
Iowa 2.2
Minn. 2.1
Ky. 1.9
Tenn. 1.7
Okla. 1.7
Wash. 1.6
N.C. 1.5
Conn. 1.5
Va. 1.5
Ala. 1.4
Kans. 1.4
Ga. 1.3
Md. 1.3
W.Va. 1.3
La.
1.1
Flo. 1.1
Nebr. 1.1
Ore. 1.0
Ark. .9
Colo. .9
Me.
.7
S. C. .7
Miss. .7
D. C. .6
R. 1.
.6
S. Dak .5
N. H. .4

KUBBtK
SOLVENTS
STEATITE
WAXES
WIRE

KITS. MISC.
LAMPS. MISC.
MAGNETS
METERS & MOVEMENTS
MICROPHONES & ACC.

VIBRATORS
WIRE 4. CABLE
WOB6ULATORS
MISC. SMALL PARTS
& SPECIALTIES

POINT-TO-POINT
SHIP-TO-SHIP
SHIP-TO-SHORE
TELETYPE
PRESS & PICTURE
MISC. RADIO-WIRE
MunJe/pol
POLICE—FIXED.
MOBILE & NETS
HIGHWAY CONTROL
HARBOR PATROL
FIRE BOATS
MISC. SAFETY
SERVICES

STADIUM, TRACK. ETC.
MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS
WIRED WIRELESS
GROUP HEARING AIDS
CHURCHES, CHIMES. SIRENS

SELLING AND
INSTALLING
MFRS.' BRANCH OFFICES
FACTORY, TECHNICAL &
INSTALLATION SERV.
REPS, SALES AGENTS.
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS—
C«mplilt UniU and Parts
ELECTRONIC SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
CONTRACT INSTALLERS—
Radi#, Enaineerinj and
Electrical ConlKClinj
Firms

INTRA-INDUSTRY
MARKETING

Manufacturers of
PRODUCTION and LAB. EQUIPMENT

CONSULTANTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
ORGANIZATIONS for
TESTING
DEVELOPMENT
RESEARCH
MANAGEMENT
LICENSING

BENCHES. TABLES
RACKS. BINS, TANKS
CABINETS. CONVEYORS
DRAFTING EQ. & MAT,
HEATING. VFNT, & LTG.
OVENS & FURNACES
COIL WINDING EQUIP.
MISC. MACHINERY

BROADCASTING. RECORDING
and SOUND

EDUCATIONAL
TECHNICAL PRESS
SERVICE MANUALS
COLLEGES & SCHOOLS
BSOK PUBLISHERS

Manufacturers of
SERVICING
EQUIPMENT
ANALYZERS
AUDIO OSCILLATORS
BATTERY TESTERS
BRIDGES
CHECKERS. TUBE & LC
CONTINUITY TESTERS
DECADE BOXES
FREQUENCY METERS
MULTI-METERS
MODULATION METERS
NOISE FILTERS
NEON INDICATORS
OSCILLOSCOPES
OUTPUT METERS
SIGNAL GENERATORS
SIGNAL TRACERS
SOUND LEVEL INDICATORS
SPEAKER TESTERS
VAC. TUBE VOLTMETERS
VIBRATOR TESTERS
MISC. SPECIAL PURPOSE
INSTRUMENTS & METERS

LAB. & ASSEMBLY LINE
TESTING EQUIPMENTINDICATORS
BRIDGES. METERS
GENERATORS
OSCILLOSCOPES
STANDARDS
SPECIAL INSTRUMENTS

INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS
RADIO MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION
INSTITUTE OF RADIO
ENGINEERS

THE

NATIONAL ELECTRONIC
OIST'RS ASS'N
THE ■'REPS"
SALES MANAGERS CLUB

ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES
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(ndusfr/ol
OIL. GAS, POWER
MINING. LUMBER
TRANSPORTATION
PAPER. PLANTATIONS
COLLEGES
EXPEDITIONS
EXPLORATIONS
MISC. NON-PUBLIC
COMMUNICATION
SERVICES

<4

'

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

Ainunnri
AIRPORT CONTROL
TRAFFIC NETWORKS

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST
STATIONS (AM, fM)
TELEVISION STATIONS
RECORDING AND TRANSCRIPTION
COLLEGE INTRAMURAL CARRIER SYSTEMS
SOUND MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS

GOVERNMENT
Radio-Eleefronic Uses and Services
War and peacetime equipment of ARMY, NAVY, MARINE
CORPS, COAST GUARD. NATIONAL GUARD.
Services of MARITIME COM., LIGHTHOUSE, AIRWAY
RANGE & BEACON. METEOROLOGY, FORESTRY, FLOOD
CONTROL, NAT. PARKS, F.B.I.. COAST & CEO.
SURVEY, F.C.C., BUREAU OF STANDARDS,

MARKET

SET DISTRIBUTORS

Independent
SERVICE STATIONS

PARTS
DISTRIBUTORS
& Ham Supplies

AUTO RADIO
Installation & Service

CATALOG HOUSES

Ida.
.4
Vt.
.3
Artz. .3
N. Mex. .2
Del.
.2
Wyo. .2
Nev. .1

Non-professional Users of
SOUND. INTERCOMMUNICATION
and ELECTRONIC DEVICES

SOUND
SPECIALISTS
and
SOUND SERVICE

EXPORTING AGENTS

AMATEURS
"Hams"
y
NOTE
Governmenf■trained operaten and servicemen in
ultra-high frequency and
Radar—numbering approzirndtely 100.000—ore on active duty in the armed services, or ore still In trolning. In the post-wor period
these men ore likely to be
o major factor In developing the electronic industries.

Freelance, Part-time and
Amateur Servicemen

Copyright 1942
CALDWELL-CLEMENTS, INC,
480 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y,
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Publishers of
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
RADIO RETAILING TODAY
THE RADIO YEAR BOOK
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Industrial Control Devices

<%osi Power Generation and Conversion

Television Transmitters and Receivers

Radio Broadcast Transmitters and Receivers

tyo* Police and Emergency Radio Systems

Aircraft Communications and Instruments

tyo*. Army, Navy, and Air Force War Equipment
"Xi

f

! 7

U

Carrier Current Communication and Control

Amateur Radio Transmitters and Receivers

Facsimile Transmission and Reception

Public Address and Communication Systems

Merchant Marine Communication and Navigation

r G
\ \ !rt
V5

tyai Laboratory and Testing Equipment
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GENERAL m ELECTRIC

CHOOSE
YOUR

G-E

ELECTRONIC

RENEWAL TUBE

TUBES

FOR

REQUIREMENTS

\Y7HEN you sign your next rube order,
^ * specify General Electric Electkoh/ctubes
—pioneered in the G-E Research Laboratory
—proved in performance in G-E ecjuipment—
verified by a long list of satisfied users
throughout the radio and electrical industries.
For your convenience in obtaining quick
deliveries of tubes for renewal purposes.
General Electric maintains a coast-to-coast
organization of G-E Electronic Tube Distributors. See nearest G-E factory representative or write General Electric Company,
Radio, Television and Electronics Department, Bridgeport, Conn.

Call on the G-i
FACTORY
REPRESENTATIVE
Nearest Yoo for Help
on Your Tube Problems
V
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NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT
S. H. MAGRUDER, G. E. Co.
140 Fedsral Sl.> Boston, Mas*.
W. H. BINGWAM, G. E, Co.
477 Congress St., Portland, Me.
C, £. WHEELER, G. E. Co.
Ill WestmrnistarSt,, Providence, R. 1.
i. H. ALBERTI, G. E-. Co.
' 95;Sfate St., Springfield, Mass..
N. GAD A, G. E, Co.
129 Church St., New Haven, Conn.
NEW YORK DISTRICT
D. W. MAY, Mctropollian distributing
Branch, G: E. Co.
570 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
T. P. BEGY
115 Frontcnec Ave,, Buffalo, N. Y.
B. COGSWELL, G. E. Co.
1 West Genesee St., Buffalo, N. Y.
W! A, RAINES, G. E. Co.
89 East Ave., Rochester, N. V.
D. C. HiERATH, G. E. Co.
570 Lexington Ave;, New York, N. Y.
ATLANTIC DISTRICT
R. J. ME1GS, G. E: Co.
1405 Locust St., Philadelphia, Pa.
P, J. WALTON, G. E. Co.
1405 Locust St., Philadelphia, Pa.
L. 8, HEISE, G. E. Co.
39 W Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.

WORID

LEADER

T. B. JAcbcKS, G. E, Go.
806 15th,St., Washington, 0,. C,
d. s. McDonald, g. lco.
700 E. Franklin St., Richmond, Va.
A. M, DAWSON, G. E. Co.,.
535 Smithfietd SLyPittsburgh, Pp.

F. B. HATHAWAY, G. 6. Co.
119 N. Robinson St.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
R. G. SMITH, G, E. Co.
409 S. Boston St., Ttjlsa, Okla,

SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT R. P. VAN ZILE, G. ETCo
609 Red Rock Bids., Atlanta, Ga.
E T. AUSTIN, G. £. Co.
187 Spring St., N.w,, Atlanta, Ga.
J.-B. LONDON, G. E. Co.
£00 S. Trvon St., Charlotte;, N. C.
C. O. MacFARLANE, G. E, Co.
8 N. Third St., Memphis, Term.
H. D. HAMRICH,-G. Ei C6.
P.O., Box.1293, Raleigh, N. C
C, J. ELLIS, G, E, Co.
832 Georgia Ave., Chattanooga, Ten.-..
F, A. HOEKE, G. E. Co.
Gay St.; Knoxville, Tenn.
W. CROCKETT. G, £. Co.
234 Third Ave., Nashyiiie,. Tenn.
H. H. HENDEE, G. E. Co.
237 W FortythSt., Jacksonville, Fla.
S. Y. GUESS, G. E. Co.
120o North A St., Tampa, Fla.
A. A. HERO, G. E. Co.
837 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.

EAST CENTRAL DISTRICT
R. A. BUESCHER, G. E. Co
4966 Woodland Ave.,''Cleveland, Ohio
W, S. LEGGETT, G. E; Go,
4966 Woodland Ave., Cleveland,. Ohio
J. C. WILBURN, G. E. Go.
335 S. Main St., Akron, Ohio
W. H. REID, G. E. Co.
£15 W. Third St., Cinclrvnati, Ohio
H. L. WILLSON, G. E. Co
40 S. Third St., Colombosr'Ohio
i. BOSWAY, G. E. Co,
25 N, Main St., Dayton, Ohio
G. C. CLARK, G. E, Co.
420 Madison Ave., Toledo, Ohio
R. C. WHITTEN, G'. E. Co.
455 S- Fourth St., Louisville, Ky,
7. C. HARTLE.C. E. Co.
110 No. Klihois St., Indianapolis. Ind.
J, E. BAIN, G, E, Co.
fl23 N. W. fourth St., Evansville, Ind.
J. C. MILLING, G. E. Cb.
10 E. TwclftfiSt., Erie, Pa.
J. J. HORAN, G. E. Co.
1635 Broadway, Fort Wayne, InJ.

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT
C T. WANDRES, G. £. Co.
1801 N. la mar St., Dallas, Texas
F. C. NEAL, G. E: Go.
1801 N. La mar St., Dallas Texas
A. H, KLEIN, G. C Co.
408 W, Seventh St., Fort Worth, Texas
1. A. UHR, G. t Co.201 Viliila St;, San Antonio, Texas
i. 9. BURR, G. G. Co.
1312 Live Oak St., Houston, Texas
D. H. HICKEY, G. E; Co.
109 N. Oregon ,St,r-EJ Paso, Texts

CENTRAL DISTRICT
G. S. PETERSON, G. E. Co.
Box 5970-A Van Buren St. P.O.
Chicago, III.
E. G, ABBOH, G. E. Co.
840 S.,Canal St., Chicago, III.
E. P. TOAL, G. £. Co.
12 S". 6th St, Minneapolis; Minn.
P. B. REED, G. E. Co.
12 S. 6th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
R. A. WEBSTER, G. E. Co.
14 W. Superior St., Dulutb, Minn,
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H. E. LONGMIRE, Q. E. Co,
700 Ahtpinettc St., Detroit, Mich.
M. T. LAWRENCE, G. E, Go.
148 Monroe Ave., N.W./
G'and Rapids, Mich:
M. B. RANN, G-E. Co.
1509 Osborn Rd,, Lansing, Mich.
t. F. CONRAD, G. E. Co.
112 N. Fourth St., Si. Louis, Mo.
R, M. RYAN, G. E. Co.
106 ;W„ 14th St., Kansas City, Mo.
C. E. SCHOONOVER, G. E. Co.
200 E. First St., Wichita, Kansas
R. C. HOGEN, G. E. Go
409 S, 17th St., Omaha, Neb.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT
H. N. RAYMOND, G. E. Co.
200 S. Main St., Salt Lake City, Otah
F. G. O'KELLY, G. £, Co,
650 17th St., Denver. Colo,
C. A. CHAMPS, G-E- Co.
20 W. Granite St., Butte, Mont.
PACIFIC DISTRICT
W M. BOLAND, G. E. Co.
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Calif.
E. A. WH1TEHEAD, G, E. Co.
535 Montgomery St., .San Francisco, Calif.
-T;'F. HALL. G: E; Co,
219 N. Vignes St., Los Angeles, Calif,
P. G. CALDWELL, G. E Co.
212 .N. Vignes St., Los Angeles, Call'
B. B. GRAV1TT, G. E. Co.
861 6th St., San Diego, Calif.
JOHN KLENKE
3871 SQth Ave. . N.E„ Seattle, Wash.
C. R. WALLIS, G. E. Co.
821 2nd Ave., Seattle, W./sh.
J. R. MURPHY, G. E. Go.
421 Riverside Ave., Spokane, Wash.
L. R. ELDER, G. E. Co,
920ShW. 6th Ave., Pori'land. Ore-
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So

much—So

quickly...BY

Radio is the voice and ear of modern war.

anti-aircraft
ready

Radio follows the

flag and the fleet — locates the

to

gun,

speak

RADIO!

radio

and

to

is

on

watch,

listen — to

give

always
warning

and to guide.
enemy — flashes urgent orders—safeguards the convoy— guides

the bomber — directs

the artillery —

— courage and understanding to the oppressed.

manoeuvers the tank.
From submarine

to

Radio brings information and relaxation to the free

flying

fortress,

from

Radio

jeep

to

Radio fights on every front!

Corporation

PIONEER IN RADIO, ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION
i

of

America

RCA BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. Y.

The Services of RCA: RCA Manulacturing Co., Inc. • R. C. A. Communications. Inc.
Radiomarine Corporation of America ■ RCA Laboratories • Blue Network Co., Inc.
National Broadcasting Co.. Inc. • RCA Institutes. Inc.
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SOLVING special requirements
iitm

lor military uses

WZ'H.

of speech

reproducers necessitates unprecemmh
Hi

dented
sound

facilities . . . such as the
tower

(illustrated) part

of

the laboratory equipment designed
by Jensen acoustical engineers
to test under scientific operating
conditions.
Jensen engineering and laboratory facilities have made possible
the creation of advanced designs
for difficult military applications.
m
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6601 SOUTH LARAMIE, CHICAGO
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